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MR. FOX. PRINCIPAL 
4 M~ /;wm tk ()~ 
There is a well-known passage in the Book of Isaiah. "They shall mount with 
wings as an eagle; they shall run and not be weary; they shall walk and not faint." 
In an English class of today, a student is likely to point this out as an anti-
climax. He might point out that it would be a more siutable and more dramatic 
construction if the prophet had said, "They shall walk, they shall run; yea , they 
shall mount as with an eagle's wings." 
After watching the careers of High School graduates for many years I can 
come to the conclusion that there is no anti-climax in these ancient and noble 
words. 
To do the spectacul ar thing, to mount momentarily and come to earth again 
is by no means the hardest thing in the world to do. The world, moreover, is full 
of hundred-yard sprinters-those who flash before our eyes on the run and are 
never' seen again. 
But the man or woman who can do each day' s work as it comes, never falter-
ing, week after week or year after year, is performing the most gruelling task of 
all. To him should go the laurel and the crown. 
The finest trait of character which a graduate can acquire is the ability to 
"walk and not faint". 
$ia/j 
MR. BARTLETT. VICE-PRINCIPAL 
ENGLISH 
Front: N. Buckley, Mn. P. MocEwon, Miss M. Healey, Miss W . 
Smith, J . Plank. 
Back: P. O'Reilly, G. Janisse, Miss M. Kelly, Miss 8. Nykar, 
Mrs. J . Cameron, E. Bice, R. Munro. 
HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 
Front Row: Mn. H. Copeland, L. Veres, R. Warwick, 0 . Mahon, 
Miss Phillips. 
Back Row: E. Chittaro, J . Plank, P. Valentine, G . MaGarvey, 
D. Fe aver, A. Scheurman. 
I 
t_ u-~c ~ 1:l 
SCIENCE 
Front: M. Sillick, A. Melega, D. Wallen, A. Aitken. 
Bock: C. Heward, W. Culbert, D. Snider, S. Sisco. 
LANGUAGES 
Front: A. Boutin, J. Petrie, Miss J. MacIntyre, Mrs. M. C. Closser, 
Mn. J. Boutin. 
Back: Miss M. Healey, Mrs. B. Geddes, Mrs. H. Copeland, Miss 




Front: H. McCullough, K. Goll ie, Miss G. Tunks, M. Dresser, 
A . Keele. 
Back: C. Heward, R. Charlton, Miss D. Chornamydz, S. Sisco. 
Mr. Oksanen Mrs. MacEwan 
.,J -i-; I - - ~ . ,' 
II 
Mr. Valentine Miss Chornomydz 
MUSIC DE'PT. 
Sitting: MR. EDWARDS. 





















Lynn Soper, Mrs. Inga Mason, Mrs. Dorothy 
Proll, Dorothy Hogan. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
MRS. MALKIM 
G ' . ~ -, ..... 





Back: Frank Tortola, Louis Kerestyen, Rus Gilbert. 
Front: Ken Bennet, Mal Gillis, Woller Pluto. 
Absent: Bob Switzer, Bill Shearon, Paul Fedoy. 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
tenders to the 
Students, Teachers and Principal 
of 
W. F. HERMAN COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
Its Congratulations 
on 
the Scholastic and Other Attainments 
of' the School Year 1963-64 
WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION 
1964 
Ward I. ..................................................................... K. C. Hortop, B.A. 
Ward 11. ......... . ... ................................................. G . A. Buchanan, B.A. 
Ward 111. . . .................. .. ........ R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B., F.1.C.S., F.A.C.S. 
Ward IV. .......... ..................................... ....... .............. G. M. Grant, Q.C. 
Ward ¥ ............................ ............. .... ................... D. W . Gray, Chairman 
SEPARATE SCHOOLS 
H. J. Lassaline, M.A. 
T. Meconi, B.A. 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
L. F. Batterson 
C. G. Sampson 
The Windsor Suburban District High School Board joins in congratulating 
those students from its area who are attending your school. 
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THE STUDENT COUNCIL 
NANCY MATHESON 
Secretory 
The class and club representatives which make up the Student Council, hold a very prominent position in 
governing our school, and its various activites. However; this school year has provided neith.er enough co-
operation, enthusiasm, nor responsibility on the part of these representatives. I fell that they are not lacking 
in the quality of leadership, which is expected of them in this position, but that they have refrained from 
expressing it fully. 
Nancy Matheson. 
Note: This should not; however be a reflection on this year's executive which has' truly tried to promote both 
schol spirit and interest in the various projects. Very little can be "accomplished without the whole-
hearted support of every representative and student. 
PREFECTS 
PREFECTS 
Seo ting: Corot Bolfour, Borii Herniok. 
1st Row: Mory Ellen Gouin, Lucille Lo belle, 
Lindo Logon, Heother Blonchord. 
2nd Row: Mr. Worwick, Jeon Libby, Belly 
Skozon, Alison Hebert, Eloine Scott. 
3rd Row: Pot Leblonc, Robert Dowling, 
Sondro Byrson, Dove Lippold. 
One of the busiest groups in the school is the staff of twenty Prefects. Among their duties is the super-
vision of sock-hops, ushering of evening events and the collection of attendance slips. 
Prefects, being senior students, are encouraged to set a good example for other students, to support 
and spread school spirit, and to assist other students and teachers. They are available to fulfill any of our 
pricipal's requests. 




N.Y.: Pre-med cl Western. 
Amb.: Heart Specialist. 
P.P.: "Pigeon-toed ". 
F.C.: Performing delicate heart 




N.Y..: University of Alberlo. 
Amb.: High School teacher. 
P.P.: Counting calories. 
F.S.: " How ignorant." 
FROM THE PRESIDENT VICE-PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
would like to use this space on behalf of the 
graduates and Students' Council Executive to ex-
press our thanks to those students and members 
of the teaching staff who gave freely of their 
time and efforts to make our Herman Collegiate 
a stand-out in academic work, in athletics and in 
musical talent this year and in past years. To 
those this yearbook is dedicated. 
Bob Yovanovich. 
let's look bock for a moment over our high 
school years. Will our memories and accomplish-
ments prove the happiest years of our lives in 
later years? Hos the class of '64 left its mark 
proudly in the Halls of Herman? I hope every 
grad this year can leave Herman feeling he or 
she has contributed something of value to the 





N.Y .: Arts at University of 
Windsor. 
Amb: Teacher. 
F.S.: Are you kidding me, huh? 
1974: fo~ dQn~er, 
TERRY BONNEVILLE 
N.Y.: U. of D. 
Fut. Occ.: Dentis t. 
P.P.: Lock of money. 
Prob. Occ.: lead sponge ot 
Steve's cor wash. 
LOIS CHOPTIANY 
N.Y., Teachers' College. 
Fut. Occ.: Teacher. 
P.P.: Reducing. 
F.S.: Oh, really. 
SUSAN ARDIEL 
Amb.: Nurse. 
P.P., Bocked combed hair. 
F.S.: You wouldn't believe it. 
Fut. Occ. : looking for o 
hospital. 
ANNE BORYSOWYTSCH 
N. Y., Ontario College of Art. 
fut. Occ.: Commercia l artist. 
P.P.: Thot big bully in her Lotin 
class. _ 
f.S.: Get you arm off my desk. 
GARY COLTER 
N.Y.: Business Administration. 
Amb.: Corporation lawyer. 
P.P., " Milky . .. 
1974, Ebony's playmate of the 
month: 
LINDA BAKER 
N.Y.: Attend nursing school. 
Fut. Occ.: Ben. Casey's assist• 
ont. 
P.P.: Lingua Latino. 
f,S,, --w~111 11 ~99kl'" 
JOHN BROWN 
(Mould'rin' in the grove) 
N.Y .: Business Adm inistration, 
U. of Windsor. 
Am b.: Bonker. 
P.P.: Slave revolts in his Jamai-
can plantation. 
197,, lion tamer • 
PEARL COSTEA 
N.Y.: Metropolitan Hospital. 
P.P.: A certain biology teacher. 
F.S.: " Oh, shut-up ... 
Fut. Occ.: Nurse. 
PAT BLACKTON 
N.Y .: Nunes' training in Owen 
Sound. 
Fut. Occ.: Dishwasher · hospitol 
kitchen. 
P.P., Eating. 
f.S.: G ue'SS wl-ot? 
DOROTHY BULAT 
N.Y., Teoche,.• College. 
Amb.: Teacher, whot else? 
P.P.: One who doesn't keep his 
promise. 
F.S.: "Oh gee." 
WAYNE COUGHLIN 
N.Y.: Pre-med. at U. of W. 
Amb.: Surgeon. 
P.P.: Woter fountain situation. 
197,, Sued for leaving electric 
drill in patient. 
BARBARA CRAIGMYLE 
N.Y., Univ. of Wind,or. 
O«., High «hool teacher. 
P. P., Her depleted wardrobe. 
F.S. , Are you kidding? 
PHYLLIS GAUTHIER 
N.Y.: 0-wen Sound General Hos-
pital. 
Occ.! Nurse. 
P.P.: A new boy from Potterson. 
F.S., ""Ho, ho, I told you ,o.'" 
SHELIA HAHN 
fut. Occ.: Nurse. 
P.P., People who crock their 
gum . 
F.S., ""Oh beans.'" 
~ A ~ 
ROBERT DOWLING 
Plans, Suicide? 
Fut. , Filthy rich. 
P.P.: Other drivers. 
F.S., "11·, ju,t a bod dreoml"" 
JOHN GIRARD 
N.Y., Moth. ot U. of Windsor. 
Amb., Moth. teacher. 
P.P.: "'Con I see your Trig. 
homework, John?'' 
1974 , Lifeguard ot Mu,cle 
Beach. 
BARRY HALLIWELL 
N.Y. , Undecided. 
Amb.: Undecided. 
P.P., Ge tting Studobokers. 
DAWN ENGLAND 
N. Y .i University of Windsor. 
Occ., Undecided. 
P .P .: Decisions. 
f.f.1 ''Whot om I soing to do?'' 
GEORGE GRAYSON 
PlanSr A real binge in June. 
fut.: Square. 
P. P. s Becoming a ''literary' ' 
~e~iu1. .. 
F.S., H, gong. 
LARRY HANLAN 
N.Y., Recuperate from Biology. 
Fut. Occ., Office worlter. 
P.P., Botany. 
F.S., 1"11 hove lo think about 
1h01. 
Pr. O«., Bartender. 
NANCY FARRAR 
N.Y.: University of Windsor. 
Occ., High school teochet. 
P.P., Girls with tolled hair. 
F.S., Check thot. 
LESLIE GREASON 
N. Y., languages or Moth. ot 
Westem. 
fut. O«: Interpreter for moon 
men. 
P.P.: Certain nicknames. 
f.S.: '"This is useless.·· 
HEATHER HEBERT 
N.Y., Busines, College. 
fut. Occ.: Private ,ecretory. 
P. P., Grode 13. 
f .S., ""You know whol • . . I" 
I 
GREG HICKS 
N.Y.: Berl Ruby's wrestling. 
fut. Occ.: Wrestler. 
P.P.: Writing. 




N.Y.: Teachers" College. 
Occ.: Teache,. 
F.S. , Get lost. 
LINDA LAING 
N.Y.: Univ. of Windsor. 
Occ.: A chalk pedlar. 
P.P.: Getting to school before 
8:57 A.M. 
f.S. : *'Did you wotch?'• 
DENNIS HONSBURGER 
N.Y., Teachers' College. 
Fut. Occ.: Teaching-what else? 
F.S.: Who"s got their homework 
done? 
P.P.: You name it. 
ANNE MARIE KEANE 
N. Y .: Attend nursing school. 
Occ., Dr. Kildare. 
F.S. 0 0 S1tskl"0 
CYNTHIA LEE 
N.Y.: Pre~med., Univ. of Toronto. 
Amb., Psychiatry? 
P.P.: Two hour ••unsolved Trig . 
problems''. 
f .C. Humidity 80 •/,. winds N. 
N.W. 10 m.p.h. (oops, 
wrong FORECAST). 
MICHEL HRENCHUK 
Plans: To get honovn in Trig. 
Fut.: To be a Trig. teacher. 
P.P.: Failing Trig. 
F.S., "'Who has the church 
key?"' 
TOM KENDALL 
N. Y .: Engineering Science at 
Univ. of Windsor. 
Amb.: Engineer (C.N.R.). 
P.P.: Mathematical solutions 
that do not work out to 
acceptable no. of sig-
nificant digits. 
JOANNE LEFEBVRE 
N. Y .: lob. rechnicion ot Hotel 
Oieu. 
Occ., Mother of flubber. 
P.P.: Runny nylons. 
F.S., ""That"s what I said.'" 
MARY HWOZDECKY 
N.Y.: Univ. of Toronto. 
fut. 0cc.: Dental Hygienist. 
P.P.: Talking. 
SHIRLEY KRAWEC 
N.Y.: U. al W. (Arts). 
Amb.: She wishes she had.one. 
P.P., Gelling under 90 in Latin. 
F.C.: Flunking French. 
LYNDA LESANSKY 
N.Y.: Teachers" College. 
Occ.: Public school teacher. 
P.P.: People who scratch !heir 
nylons. 
F.S. : "'Is that right?"" 
.... 
EUGENE LIPINSKI 
N.Y., Pre-med al U. of T. 
Amb.: To get off his crutches. 
P.P.: His crutches. 
F.C., Double amputee. 
TONI MICHALCZUCK 
N.Y. : Univ. of Windsor. 
Occ., High school leocher. 
P.P., Surgery in Mr. Aiken's 
clou. 
F.S., " How about that. " 
DAVID PEDWELL 
N.Y., Chemistry ol U, of Waler· 
loo. 
Amb., Chemistry teacher. 
P.P. , Guys who knock Volks· 
wogens. 
1974, Stealing Cadillaul 
HELEN LOKUN 
N.Y., U. of T. 
Occ., Denlol Hygienist. 
F.S., " 9 out of 10 people." 
Occ., Tooth. 
RICHARD MILSOM 
Plons: Univ. of Windsor. 
Fut. : ln11entor. 
P.P., Teacher. 
f .S.: Prove it. 
DONNA PESKAN 
N.Y., U. al W. 
Occ., Teacher (high school). 
P.P.: Permanents. 
F.S.: "Oh, I foiled that exom." 
DENNIS MANNING 
N .Y. : To 9roduote from Hermon 
Ne•t Year. 
fut.: To retire os soon as pos, 
sible. 
P.P., Gelling lhe 3rd degree ln 
Trig. 
DAVID MURRAY 
N.Y ., Engineering at U. of T. 
f ,S., Kung Full 
P.P. , Teoc.ller1 who sneak oul 
for a smoke. 
f . C. : 8eing run over by a motor 
scooter. 
MARY PETRCICH 
N.Y. , Aris ol U. of W. 
Amb., To catch a man. 
P.P. : Running out of hair spray. 
1974, A brush cut. 
MARY JANE MEREDITH 
N. Y . : American Airlines. 
Amb. : Stewardess. 
P.P.t Teachers who threaten t·o 
bring live snakes to class. 
JOHN PATERSON 
N.Y., Arts, Pre-low, U. of W. 
Amb., Lawyer. 
P.P., FILZICS. 
F.C., Legol coun,el for Jock 
Ruby. 
ERNEST PHILLIPS 
N.Y. , Engineering at U. of T. 
Amb.: Nuclear chemist. 
P.P. r Guys who swipe my brief. 
case. 






MARY FRANCIS PIERRE 
N. Y ., Teachers' College. 
Amb.: Public ,chool teacher. 
P .P ., Room 206. 
f.S.: ··1 just about went nuts.·· 
KAREN RICHARDS 
N.Y ., Teachers College. 
Amb. : Public school teacher. 
P.P. : People who crunch candy. 
f.S., .. 0 my gosh! .. 
JOHN SARGANT 
N.Y., Psychology ot U. of W . 
Amb. : Psychologist. 
P.P.: Trying lo get o ride home. 
F. C. : Writing the So rgont Re-
port. 
BUD PORTER 
N.Y. : Pre-med or Science at 
Western. 
Amb.: Doctor or plumber. 




N.Y. : Engineering al U. o f W. 
Amb. , Engineer !WABASH). 
P. P.: Getting caught on mclro-
curriculor trips to Toronto. 
f .C.: Making Toronto in 21/, 
hrs. with no ticket.s.. 
JOHN SABARA 
N.Y., U. of W . 
Amb. : High school teacher. 
P.P .. Those Algebra problems. 
f.S., "'Whotl'" 
Bill PRATT 
N. Y .: Science at McGill. 
Amb. : Make money. 
P.P.: His "'dear'' little brother. 
F.C. : Raiding ormouritiS "Wilh 
F.L.O. 
PAT ROMANIW 
N.Y ., Teachers· College. 
Amb.: Teacher. 
P. P. , Eating. 
f . S. , "'No kidding. · 
-· -~ 
LINDA SCHULLER 
N.l .: Wesrern . 
Amb.: Germon teocher. 
P. P .: Complaining people. 
t97~ : Visiting Germany. 
RONICA RIBERDY 
N. Y ., lob technology. 
Amb.: The mod scientiif. 
P.P.: Competition ""'ith Morgu, 
Melego. 
F.S.: .. Nor you ogoin:· 
LORNE ROWE 
N.Y. , U. of T. 
Am b.: lawyer. 
P.P.: Gir-ls with rotted hair. 
F.S. , "'Check thot. " 
KEN SINE 
N .Y.: Engineel"ing ot U. of W. 
Amb.: Engineer (Toor, Toot ) 
P.P., English. 
F.C.: Building o home for re· 
tired English teochers 
which collapses in 2 
weeks. 
GEORGE SMITH 
N .Y . : Ontario Veteri nory Col -
lege. 
Amb.: Velerinariol\, 
P. P. : Buying cigarettes. 
f . S .• " Ah, goto urolte,·· 
6ETlY SZKOKAN 
N .Y. , U. of W. 
Fut. Occ., Teocher fmoybe). 
p,.ob. Occ. : Ringo' s mono9et. 
f.S.J I got to oiddling around.· 
808 WESER 
N. Y .t Bus. Ad. or Western. 
Amb. : Rich ouy. 
P.P.: Guys who knock Cassius 
Cloy for being a Block 
Mudim. 
F .C.: llobert X.-french teacher. 
606 SMORONG 
(" "The beor"'J 
N. Y.: University? 
Amb. , Blank. 
P.P. , Blank. 
f .S., ' "Hey. Hot Dog l" 
PAT TERMINA 
N, Y ,: Groce Hospital. 
Fut. Occ.: Nursing. 
P. P.: People who don't shore 
their lunch. 
F.S., .. I., huftgary . 
DARLENE WILCOX 
N.Y., Groce Hospital. 
P.P.: Tenh with ffoou. 
f .S. t '' Any moil?'' 
Fut. 0cc. Tent wrecker. 
GILBERT SPINKS 
N. Y ., find o iob. 
Amb.: Tree trimmer. 
P.P.: None-loves everybody. 
F.S. , '"Don ' t do today what 
• you can do tomorrow . .. 
SHARRON TUTION 
N.Y., Teachers· College. 
Fut Occ.: What ehe? 
P.P. People who con do Geom-
etry. 
F.S. ; '"Oh. come on nowJ 0 ' 
PAT WILSON 
N.Y. , Ans at U. of W. 
Amb. : Teocher. 
f.S., Got o match. 




N. 'r . Teachers' College. 
O«. · leather (public nhool). 
P.P., Noisy eote1'. 
f .S. : I disagree. 
MARILYN VUJATOVICH 
N. Y •• Groce Hos pi tot (nursing) . 
f . S.1 "'Where's my scalpel?" 
Fur. Occ.: Nursing . 




In June of 1963, the students of W. F. Hermon Collegiate won a total of $16,300.00. 














The money was obtained from the followi ng sources: 
Dominion-Provi ncial Bursaries 
Ontario Scholarships 
University of Weste rn Ontario Board of Governor's Scholarships 
Bert Nichols' Schoiarships 
1.0.D.E. Bursaries 
Windsor Association of Deaf and Hard of Hearing Bursary 
Mrs. W. F. Herman's History Scholarship 
Purity Dairies Bursary 
Atkinson Foundation Bursaries 
University of Windsor Tuition Scholarships 
Optimist Club Bursaries 
_The Ford Motor Company Scholarships 
University Women's Scholarship 
W. L. Clark's History Scholarship 
Windsor and District Coaches' Association Bursary 
We · hope that this will be an inspiration to all students at 
Hermon 'Collegiate. 
Jane MacIntyre, 
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UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY 
HOLY REDEEMER COLLEGE 
CANTERBURY COLLEGE 
cong ratula tes the 1963 g raduating class 
of 
HERMAN COLLEGIATE 
and welcomes your inquiries about continuing 







For information about scholarships, bursaries 
and student loans, contact the 
Registrar, University of Windsor 
400 HURON LINE 
THE SALVATION ARMY 
Grace Hospital School of Nursing 
W INDSOR, ONTARIO 
Offers a Three Year Course in 
NURSING EDUCATION 
Qualifying for Ontario Registration 
No Tuit ion Fee - Monthly Stipend 
Modern Residence Accommodation in the 
School of Nursing Building 
w ith 
Excellent Teaching Facilities 
Special Affiliations 
Applications are now being received 
for the September 1965 Class 
I nformation may be secured from 
DIRECTOR OF NURSING 
Telephone 256-2361 
253-4232 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospita l 
W INDSOR, ONTARIO 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan Genera l Hosp ital, offers to 
qualified high school groduohu o three year coun.e leading to 
eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse Re gislrotion E.zominotions. 
Thi1 is one of the most progrenive nursing schools in O ntodo 
ofle,inQ the newer progra m of education that is gradua lly b<!ing 
odopt•d by foremoll 1chooh in the proviftce. 
PAnERN OF COURSE: 
Two years basic prepa ra tion (induding exper ience in bo th 
clan room and hospitol words)# followed by one year nursing 
internship. An allowonc,e of S 130.00 per month is given in 
the third yeor. 
FEATURES OF COURSE: 
No tuition fee. 
Residence occommodotion in modern school buildil'lg wi th 
e xcellent fiYing and teaching fa cililies. 
Well quolified teaching staff. 
Experience in oil moior branches of Nursin9. 
Opportunity for specialit ed e aperience in third year in 
Operating Room. Maternity, o r Children 's N ursing . 
• See School Announcement re admission reqvirements. 
INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM: 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 
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98 
Front: Leslie Hunter, Lindo Campbell, Judy Newbold, 
Judy Oikan, ?om Bevins, Heather Ell1>n McIntyre, 
Carol Marchand, Lindo Moe Boker, Judy Cowan. 
Centre: Margaret Joyce, Janet McQuire, Heather Eliz. 
McIntyre, Botbara Frith, 8ev Cullins, Sue Rusinstrom, 
Helen McPhedron, Lynn Jeremsehur, Connie Dunda, 
Sharon Hobson, Brenda lee Gehl. 
Bock, Don Kromer, Richard Snider, Bill Elder, Colin 
Ward, John Soboion, Bob Gilchrist, Bob Cherniki, 
lorry Cook.son, Charles McMovus, Dove Lupton, Dove 
Craig, Bob Loweer, Bill Graham. 
--
9A 
front: Irene McPh&dren. Lindo Flet"cher, Donna Nott, 
Berthe Correll, Heney Rounding, Nancy Davis, Gisele 
Ziganiuk, Donne Huffman, Beverly Rathbum. 
Middle: Jim John,on, Oennh Axford, Lauhe Rct1d, 
Linda Pitt., Cynthia Douglos, Marilyn Solan, Phyllis 
Bodechon, Coral Chomka, Sheila Chase, Andy Mc· 
Fadden, Bill Bland. 
Bock, Mike Holton, Woody McKaig, Donald Kalis, 
Steven Hinek, Dennis Jubenville, John Brands, Gene 
Hansen, Hugh Douglas, David Mclaren,. Dennis Segar. 
Absent, Annetta Cecile • 
. n ,.,. 
90 
front: Mort Ingersoll, Sandy Rid;ewetl, kv Hanson, 
Heather Hon11n, Jonis Howes, Pat Barlow., Lindo Mc-
Comb<, Trudy Eagen, Sandro Cartier. 
Middle: Bob Leonard, Steve Atkins, Carol Tousignant, 
Delores Czilli, Adeline 8odnorchuh, Marg Com-
midge, Sondra Diggins, Jeon Rosen. Mike Horris, 
Wayne loutette. 
Bock, Richord Brogon, Richord fairlield, Tory Becc,oft, 
Jim Crewo, Barry Huffman, Robert Rooch, Norm 
Lefevre, M1ke Cleary,. Ricky lordon, Tom Hremmer. 
Ab,ent: Sharon Sefuin, Martha lordiver, Undo Bellaire. 
( I Iii 7 
9C 
front, Goil Meloche, Bonnie Dodds, Sally Renouf, 
Christine Howuoft, (;ndy Worlsman, Jone Moore, 
Noncy Robertson. 
Middler Richard lorwiere, Rosemary Ouellette, Linda 
Nichon.on, Janet Simpson, Sve Prosser, Dionne 
Nerodo, Janet Cromor1y, Pam Horris, Lindo Waffle, 
Julie Kotr, Deonna Pogeou,. Alon Sine. 
Backr Ed Jee, Moury Mason, Donny Kennedy, Dove 
lodore, hte Andzane, Marc Berry, Gory McMullen, 
Bums McGhie, Ron Smith, Allon Warrington, Milse 
Lariviere. 
Absentt Dennis Provost, Lynn Lesperance. 
9E 
front: Bonnie Turner, Ellen Topping, Pam Jarvi,, 8orb 
McCoulley, Borboro Schneider, Cheryl Word, Pot 
Scarpelli, Susan Giles, Lynn Jardine. 
Middle, Allan Thornton, D•nis Dufaull, Goil le• 
locheur, Georgette Ellwood, Jo-Anne Brecka, Jon• 
ferris, Mory Claro Morris, Christine Taylor, Tom 8ond, 
Rick Morrow. 
Bock: Greg Rousseau, Sob Miller, Woll Hwozdecky, BIii 
Scaife, Steve Chomka, Victor Dorovitsch, Donny 
Napier,. John Scaife, More Thoma,. 











front: Melbo Butcher, Wendy Horbroe, Nancy ludod, 
Jone Kostka, Sandro Nosello, Susan Scott, Cheryl 
Ostopovitch. 
Middle: Brenda Stuart, Sonnie Ve-gh, Barbara Conkey, 
Carol Pollard, Susanne Ve1dht1izen, Ian Wor-ren, 
Denise Wilde, Lindo Mc_KelJar, Carol Jewhurst, Susan 
Folkner. 
Bock: nm Walesiok, Steve Zan, Jock Keehl, Robert 
Weller, Dove iiuynols, Bruce South, Jim Tilus, J im 
Tuckey, Wilfrul Beausoleil, Tim Sood, Terry Chapmon, 
Don Girard. 
9H 
front: Candy Tomney, Joy Thompson, Dawna Fuulawoy, 
Carol Smole" Barbaro Nontois, Darlene Oemonns, 
Jeanne Vachon, Carol McPhee, Maureen Vernes. 
Middle, Myron · Wilson, Cheryl l O lteon, Marilyn Mot-
tinen, Chelio Hunnighoke, Lindo Sternbauer, Lynda 
Williams, Donna Dibbley, Robert McCroi>. 
Bock: Jock Brouillette, Samuel Irwin .. Brion Crockett, 
Terry Cookson, David Carpenter, Wayne Jackson, 
Stephen Phillii,s, Eric Roth. 
9G 
Front: Doreen Pratt, Shirley G lover, Shawna Porker, 
Jonis Ponkiff, Carol Coughlin , Lindo Owens, Mory 
Boronosky, Coro! lewCll'dowski, Dionne Blond. 
Middle: Phillip Hebert, Robert Bechard, Rondy Strong, 
Linda Jenkins, Sharon Sinilair, Helen Novosad, Linda 
Drummond, Mory Eisler, Charmaine McDearmid, Alan 
McM illon, Richard Stock, Mike Beole. 
Bock: Don Dupuis, Gory Desmarais, Gory Stoneman, 
Doug Blain, Murray Menard, Earl McCormick, Mik.e 
Brewer, Ric.hard Gouthier. Norman Scarpelli, .Mike 
Monchurek, Chris Stefanovich, Bill Kirkwood. 
9J 
Fronl: Shonnon Ouington, Judy Womer,. Debbie Labute. 
Dorothy Porter. Kathy Howe, Shelley Culgnion. Vickie 
Desiordins, Undo Bulmer, Nancy Stodmik. 
Middle: Victor Wilde. William Murney, Denhe Morden, 
Shirley Boyko, Nancy Chevolier, Cheryl Gibbons, Judy 
Medler, Joyce Dosjordlns, Robert Boyle, Gre9 
Micholuk. 
8ock: P,-ston Pungo. Terry Donovan, Stanley finl:, 
Richard Roy, Allon Provost. Bruce Richard,, Grant 
Miller. Ken Homenick. Roy Horwood. 
91 
front: Solly Wilkinson, Nancy Theaker, Mor9oret Dillon, 
Po11llne louiseiz.e, Francine, Wood, Sharron Orford, 
Sondra letoumeou, Jockie Met.on, Susan Bubfid:. 
Middle: Ron loOouiar, John Bernhardt, Brion Dot.r.ert, 
Sondra Keyser, Cynthia Konoposki, Jo.nis Kramer, 
Kathy Hewks, Donna White, Bruns Emme-ntorfer. 
William Woodbum, Poul Brownlie. 
Sock, Nelson Dufour, Ken Morris, Bob Murphy, Ronald 
MtGuigon. Sandford Arklie, Bob Goulet, Wayne 
Shorpe,1 Bob lomorche, Wayne Symington. 
Absent, Miche l Covergill, Don Flynn, Albin Kristy, 
Oebroh Sadowski. 
9K 
front: Michael Tomicic, BUI Colvin, Jim Demmons., Ken 
Tousignant, Ken Johnke, Gerofd Korchuk, John 
Knighton, Wayne Palmateer, Louis Sovran, Jon 
Maschke, Poul HQ<key. 
Middlei Fred Petr-uk, Richard Chomicki, James Wann, 
Cynthio Dun9y, Louise Louder, Sandy Smith, Cathy 
Horner, Tom lotzko, Victor Se.rnyk, Gordon Hytten· 
rcuch, John Holl. 
Bocks Su1on Dupuis, lyndo Danison, Barbaro Eos.thom, 
Borboro Nicholls, Lorroino Reed , Ellzobeth Mitchell, 
Sandro Precop, Judy Goza., ,asemary Coulson. 










Front: 8orbara Hyttenrouch, Lindo C.ox, Mory Beth 
Clouthier, Diano Oewer, Mary James, Jill Popkey, 
Bonnis Cowan, Victoria Kobelski, Kathy Adlam. 
Middle: Peter Roth, Dale Claydon, Michel Burnell, 
Nijola Jiedriunas, Gloria Hooly, Judy Holes, Judy 
Howe, Norman Donaldson, Ted lobute, Tom Roach. 
Bock: Richard Clark, Terry Quick, lorry Stewart, Jomes 
Crombie, David Ormandy, Ed Donnelly, Dennis 
Chartier, William Raven, Jerry Jas in, John Smith. 
Absent: Andrea Domine, George Maxim, Elaine Mercer. 
9N 
Front: 8et1y-Ann fedy, Marlene Kilodzy, Angela Soda, 
Doyle Jonisse, Deonna Guymer, Mory Lagace, Janel 
Gagnier, Theresa Mailloux, Doris Booth. 
Midd le: David ~itchie, Mlchael Pageau, Jackie Chauvin, 
Sandro Carroll, Kathleen Renaud, Kathleen Hanlon, 
Beverly McCourt, Douglas Sartori, Robert Mitchell. 
Bock: Thomas Halliday, Robert Suslie, Brion Davidson, 
Thomas Bois, Lyle Mossende r, Wayne Pore, Jomes 
Whalen, Clarence loppon, Gory Morneau, Gory For• 
fonick, Mork Burningham. 
9M 
Front: Lindo Lavoie, Barbara Vector, Pam Strudwick, 
Mory Renaud, Carol Shanahan, J anet Starrett, Pot 
Brookbanks, Lynn Fields, Dale Sadow, ki. 
Middle: Lorry Reaume, Nancy lesperonce, Barbero Mc. 
Gowan, Trudy Fenton/ Penny Dormon, Susan Russell, 
Jeanette Beausoleil, Kristyn Jorobs, Ann Charbonneau, 
Norman Alkinsbn. 
Bock: Tom Ooley, Jim Ponic, David Pete rs, John Fosler. 
George Nikita, Len Drouillard , Richard Smith, Gary 
Seegar, E'r-ic Honsberger, Wayne Donter, Larry Jocko, 
Bill Hunter. 
108 
f ront: Jeanne Tyson, Judy lee, Jo.ne Stetson, Frances 
Kavanaugh, Jo.Ann J<loPowich, Bonnie 8Jod:, Joanna 
Bullard, Judy Allsop, Carol Coulson. 
Middlei Mory Beaton, Carol Mitchell, Pamela Percy, 
Nancy lonicello, Judy Cox, Victoria Eumg, Carol 
Conley, Lynda Rowe .. Maureen McAuley, Carole Jones, 
Hilda Jung. 
Bock: Michael Freemon, Brion Adlam, Hons Zaborek, 
Bruce Droke, Hug,h Walling. Oaniei Russell, Fred 
Brown, Andro Dubois. 
Absenr: Wayne Lamont~ Valerie Tracy, Thomas Benson. 
l OA 
Front: llko Gopttlfe,. Sally Rose, J udy Manion, Katha-
rine Grusas, Virginia Milam, Melody Phillips, Lindo 
Cotton, Barbaro forough, Elizabeth Root. 
Middle: Morion Cholubko, Angus. McIntyre, Donna 
Summerfield, Carol Erent , Lusa Schroll, Peggy Aitchi-
son, Mitchel Nicholson, Michael Gremwood. 
Sock: Thomo1 Mcforfone, Phillip Gardiner, Richard 
Haymon, Ooird Jubenville, Gordon Gervais, Gul"lther 
Mortin, Mork Dorrepoll, Doug Reynolds. 
lOC 
Front: Dione Harmer, Barbaro McMullen, Carol Porge-
ler, Glorio Dawson, Pom Cldon, Gayle fullowoy. 
Judy Silver, Bridget Purdy, Koren Noth. 
Middle: Rondy Young, Rick Bennett, Gale Eost·er, Donna 
Smith, Sharon Donaldson, Lindo Donohue:, Norleen 
Girard, Sue Bernache, Pauline Sadowski, Keith Farrar, 
A l Howe. 
Back: Chris Bryant, Ron Campbell, Jim Malvern, Mike 
Pore, frank Kessel, Jerry Sine, Pierre Poronuzz:i, lorry 
Ferris, Dennis Gusbo, lorry Roymondf Dino Moyyon, 
Jim Teliord. 









f ront. lourio W ill<, Cathy Wafflo, Joy Overholt, Lindo 
Cholupiok, Marjorie Horlon, Lynn Angu<, Sandy 
Thornton, Millo 51.migelsko, Lindo Kapok. 
Middle, George Torcio, Moc Stoddard, Alon Doyle, 
Sandy Kewley, Lindo Molo,h, Lindo William,, Judy 
Haines, Clorise Jorvise, Joyce Iller, Undo Gloves, 
Theresa Jaskot, Don Vernes, Jim ford, Ken Burgess. 
Bock: Ru<ly Rud ling, Bob little, Brion Smllh, Ron 
Cornell, Lloyd Smith, Ale._ Grant, Bob McMIiian, 
frank Wythe, Tom Perrault, Bill Rudling, Tom 
Theaker, Mork Menor. 
lOF 
front, Diano Preti, Gayle Wit.on, Pot lewondow,ki, 
Mory Ann lore, Doreen lonuck, Koren Smith, Sandi 
Guollo, Alonnoh Brockman, Pamela Kurry. 
Middle, Barry Boker, John William,. Bruce McMillan, 
Susan Renouf, Marjorie Huroit, Lindo Oakes., Margie 
Gardiner, Sorie Chapmon, Dove Fields, Ronald M. 
Cribb,, Cliff ·Seary. 
Bock: Paul Sauo, Ron Dick, Cameron Horne, Gerry 
Thorpe, Tim Coplor,d, Fred Newmon, Doug Tren• 
holme, BIii Newbold, Richard Marchand, Don Cam-
e ron. lorry Work. 
lOE 
front, Marlene King, Judy Broadbent , Rhonda Howe, 
Vicky Oglon, Betty Pelruk, Linde Soumi,, Lindo Fer-
gu,on, Mory Lou Lundy, Claro Von Winkle. 
Middle1 Willis Lounsbury, Veronica R:omoniw, Jeon 
Androw,, Jo-Anne Pongret,, Cheryl Scoll, Sandy 
Mailloux, Nodine Rousseau, Rulh Nix, Pot leszozun• 
,ki, Ruth Bolfo.,.., Don Taylor. 
Bock, Jim Hinton, Ion Craigmyle, Drew Stoddard, Rex 
Poyne, Bob Wheatly, Tom Pe,ul, John Miller, John 
Moroney, Alon legory, Bruce Wing, Clydo Campbell, 
Donnii. Dupuis. 
10H 
Front; Lindo Grondin, Carolyn Miller. Donna Porker, 
Debbie Potts, Sondra Hi99ins. Lindo Wofesiok. Berty 
Robinson, Connie Newton. Bonnie Sovie. 
Middle1 Rick St. Pierre, Alostoire Wright, Bonnie Boin, 
Cheryl Berthiaume. Heather Whalen, Carol Westlake. 
Sylvia Williams, Mory Lou Burns. Fronk Cunningham, 
~obert Rounding. 
Sock: Robert Meno rd, John fortier. Bruce Simpson, 
George Renaud, Doug Huuey. Doug McCowe<1n, Barry 
Langlois, Robe,t Williams, Nlcholos Wentoniuk. 
Absent: Kathy Carrothers, Lindo Mercer, 
~ 
10G 
Front, Cathy Gleason,. Diano White, Elaine Lippold, 
Lorraine Boivin. Michelle VirSue, 8etle Hanson, 
Noreen St. Pierre, Jeannine St. Pierre, Barb Goodger. 
Middle: Ron Taylor, Mel Prolt, Vicki Grochowski, Karen 
Fournier, Cothy Ped well, Dor 1ene Beyer, Donna 8ergo-
mln, Wayne Simpson, To,ry Desjardins. 
Bock, Jerry Dolton. Tom Bc,nks. Roby Smith, Tom 
Hartleib, Torn Green. Al Hllli:s, Ion Doe, Gory Ootz.ert, 
Bob Knotr, John Hanson,. lorry Jones. 
Absent: Koren Ootzer1,, Jackie, Gagnon, Goil Rusline. 
Pc,ul Stuorl. 
101 
front: Jone Fairlie, Margo Boyd, Lynda Worner, Bo·nnie 
Filby, Barbaro White, Lynne Cirord, Lynda Horris, 
Koren Schaefer, Sharyn Ouellette. 
Middle1 Leslie Williams, Jock lodge, Carol Bing, 
Renate Eichinger, Lindo Lamont, Gerry Pageau. Rich· 
ord Willimott. 
Bock: John 6ernylt, Terry St. Louis, Rick Cook1on, Rondy 









Fronl: Jorry Hondzy, Peggy Bump, Audrey Kenney, 
Shella Forrell, Sheila Nixon. 
Bock, J im Hardy, Bil l Lomb, Fronk Micholuk, Joe 




Front, Greto MacDonald, Cathy Boutet, Pot Weston, 
Corol McPh&dron, Dione Atkinson, Monico McCowell, 
Stello Booth, Barbaro Robinet, Patricio Pogot. 
Middle, David Mayheod, Mory Menzies, Pat Wallace, 
Pot Oeslippe, Lindo Harris, Linda Dupuis,. Joan Com· 
midge, Pamela Shorts, G race Virban, Bonnie Borr, 
Koren Jeremschuk, l owrence Hohn. 
Back, Wayne Doyle, Woyne Kearns, Eugene Hirt, John 
Boole, Robert Thornton, Jim Beougrond, Donald Hal-




front: l1,1cretia Eagen, Wanda Nunn, Jeon Gaudette, 
Marilyn McGulgon, Jo-Ann Putinta, Margaret Aitken, 
Elixobeth Belland, Lyndo Longin, Lynn Richards. 
Middle: Vicki King, Margaret Moloch, Vivion Arrand, 
Lydlo Korovihch, Patricio Souchuk, Emi lio Orlowicz, 
Dione Blais, Rosemarie Rivord, Margaret Albano, Sero 
Lopez, Lois Toppi~g. Lucille Chortrond, Judith 
Letourneau. 
Bock: Pat Laprise, Debbie Kerr, Marcello Garant, 
Pamela Howorth,. Mary to Hofstoteris., Sondra Ellis, 
Ann Gregorczyk, Cheryl Campbell, Lyndo Loing, Joyce 
Noble, lynne Gelinas, Moureon Cullen. 
118 
Front, Averil Hollon, Jone llbby, Calhy Smith, JIil 
Broullletle, Undo Dowdell, Gale D•nbor, Jone Al· 
kins, Mory Gaulin, Sondra Sha-. 
Middle, Lonny Ronson, Koren Cox, Lindo Blanchette. 
Sondra &ryson, Alison Hebert, Elaine Scott, tosolle 
Hovosad, Nancy Frith, Christina Bodnorchuk, Shirley 
Ann Thibert, Elizabeth Gilletle, Keilh Meredilh. 
Bock, Wally Tonkin, Do•glos Popper, Rick Morshbock, 
Motlhew Chomoyko, Kollh Young, Donny Bobb, 
Georso VuyatovJck1 Gino Sc0dellaro1 Berkley Howard, 
David Borris, Geora• Swilt&r, Lionel leroux1 Dan 
Dickie, Timolhy Monforton. 
Absenh Murray Hahn, Cathy Kromer,. Catherine Irene 
Jacqwe1, Mory Horwood, Dianne Gfles. 
11A 
fronh Colleen Kenny, Jeanne Benoit, 8etty Green, 
Norma Jee, Sandro Dufour, And,-a loforet, Jo.Anne 
Gaio, So.ndra Beouc.homp., Kathy lroser. 
Middles Bob Petenon, Tom Hrynyk, Son,,ie Greason, 
Chris Krukowski, Anne Mrtchell, Jo·-Anne Zoborek, 
Donna Millen, Andie Bunt, Nancy Plante, Sherry 
Ro•nding, Sandro Rehch, Urs•lo Schmidt, lorry 
Budohki, Reg Appleyard. 
Baell, Poul Haymon, John hmble, Gunlher l'ueschel, 
Dennis Schorfe, Dove Waldon, l'o•I Troppitl, BIii 
Chortler, Michael Sobaro, Oon Howe, M ike Doric, 
Howard Holmes, Oiff Woolcock, Richard Olurchill, 
Roger Murphy. 
11C 
front, Sherry Cuotlo, Olga Wloch, Nila Sillick, Nancy 
Johns, Nancy Murphy, Lindo Willlmoll, lindo Stew. 
art, Shella Jewell, Cathy Keams. 
Mlddle , 8ob Copland, Willy D•·gol, Cotolo l'opkoy, 
Marilyn Emery,. Eleo.nor Dragotner
1 
Dodie Mclean,. 
Roberta Horwood, Karen Astle1, Mory Vezmor, Money 
londy, Marlene WIiiiamson, Kenneth Healy, Bill 
Crowder. 
Backs Gordon Malvern, Bill Corter, Rondy 8umin9ham
1 
Donald lfond, Charles Raymon,. Glen Charbonneau, 
Terry 8ull, Al Bojono, Bob Kirkwood, 1111 Bevington, 












front, Potty Griffin, Gail Grant, Annelle Ellwood, Sev 
Ellwood, Angela Cizek, Marilyn McPhee, Cecil Grego• 
rczk, Rosemary Goyne, Dino Regini. 
Middle: Peter Skov, Terry Girard, Lindo Holes, lyndo 
Goines, laurie Arrand, Edith Thompson, Roberta Mc-
isaac, l indo lobule, Sylvia Hunin9hoke, Lindo Sine, 
Dia.no Sul, Duke Schneider, Poul Scarpelli. 
Back: Bob Sosso, Mike Seagull, Barry Marcotte, Richard 
Antonyk, Chris Hole<, Doug Cypherry, Don Muleso, 
Roy lucier, Gory Hicks, le-nny Chiro, Santo Scarfone, 
W. 8. Parker, Audio Mikalou,kis. 
11F 
front: Sandro Scheuerman, Jone Penfold, Caroline 
Horvath, Barbara Milter, Sally Dexter, Judy Hogue, 
Helen Koscic, Louise Roy, Marlene Hurajt. 
Middle: Tom Corrick, Ron Rivord, Lillian Bobesich, 
Heather freeman, Liz Ollet, Pot Borho, Lindo Turner, 
Penny Murphy, Sue Morris, Sandy McRae, Doris Wil, 
son, Doug Anderson, Gerry Waldron. 
Bock: Alvan Chovon, Rick Bouer, Bill McNiel, Mike 
Shanahan, Joe fauteaux, Mike Kaus, Rob Smith, 
Wayne Pike, Ron Potterson, Art Rathburn, Ken 
Gnlposky, Bob Irvin, George Zan. 
I 
11E 
front: Carol Durocher, Colleen Boulette, Cathy Penrose, 
Pam Malott, Donna Gangnon, Mory lynne Recd, 
Cheryle Meloche, Leno Cleary, Kare<1 Gienow. 
Middle: Al Lippold, Jim leovoy, Gory Klien, Mery Ann 
Huroit, Cheri Ryan, lyntia Seguin. 6ev Ostopovitch, 
Mary.Joy Wilkinson, Sherry Reid, Richard Gunn, J im 
Belcher, Hermon Wolfe. 
Back: Wayne Moor, Gory Beecroft, Fred Childs. Glen 
Dixon, Dennis Menord, Gerry Wills, Ron Gniposky, 
John Rippon, M ike Humeniuk, John Dutko, Roy 
Lefoive. 
11H 
Front: l orry Ferguson, Sharron Dowson, Carol Suchiu., 
Sandy Burdeny, Doreen Scutchings, Lynda Fleming, 
Pot Holford. 
Middle: Brion Dewer, Mike Oundo, Don Pinn, Horry 
Lumley, Jim Taylor, Reg Chappell, Von Parent, Jim 
Humphri&s. Dove Boll, lorry Onyiko, Doug Longfois, 
Fronk Moscordelli, Nick Penzori. 
Bock: Ed Cove, Phil Brown. Wayne Belanger, Gree 
Bublick, Dove Crockett, Len loMorre, Don Glover, 
Greg Gooding, Giles Morneau, Doug Smith, Len 
Dunn, Don Pohlman, lorry Aldeo, Gory Kriz:o. 
Absent: Connie Young; (hiding), Greg Morrow. 
11G 
front: Linda McMullen, Nc,o Holliwill. Cath ie Rickert, f1 
Fron Smith, Kathy Crews, Sylvia White, Dione 
Bogun, Ruth Wolesiok, Penny Johnson. 
Middle: Bill Johnson, Paulette Miller, Gloria Cousineau, 
Chris Lajoie, Rhea Bois, Pat Shonnohan, Jonis Mortin, N 
Barbaro Folkner., Cheryl Boleko, Carol Armstrong, 
Lorraine Gibala, Lindo Thompson, Dorothy Correll, 
Coro I Burkenshow, Sheron Bogucki, Jock Stewart. 8 
Back, John Seeton, Bill Sernyk, Bob Boinert, Bob 
Coulson, Rodney Gusbo, Don Mallat, Barry Warnock, 
Michael Povicic, Don Porker, Bob Breko, Peter Soosto, >,., 
Rick Benduak, Stan Brophey, Bill Jock. 
12A 
Front: Mory lever, Margaret Green, Carole Manser, 
Sylvia Runft, Marilyn forough, Oeniie Milam, Judy 
Potkou, Liz: Sebestyen, Carole Woolcock. 
Middle: Dove Pa terson, Janet McKoig, Joanne Broken· 
shire, Maureen Dowdell, Mory McGavin, Elizabeth 
Koe~I, Dionne Hondzy, Koren Brimner, Janice 
Boomer, Carole Boffour, Rondy Phillips. 
Bock: Peter Grimwood. Mike Richards, Marcel Dugal. 
Wolter Yate,, Brion Trudell, Alen Grimwood, Terry 
Choppelt, John latzko, Mike McWha, Lloyd Syming· 
ton, Joe Pe,,z. 
128 
Baird. Sharon Mur-
Nott, Doreen Du· 
l orondeau,. Gloria 
front: Sandy McPhail, Mary Helen 
doch •. Maureen N icholls. Lynda 
chorme, Sandro Gile-s, Carol 
Smorong. 
Middle: Lorry Heoly, Victor Popov, Sondra Yovonovic..h, 
Darlene Cowan, Patricio Beyer, Krys Basinski,. Dionne 
Wilson, Joseph Woitowicz, Bill Fraser. 
Back: Bob Clark. Wayne Clark. John Robinson, John 
Pillon. Andy ,A.itchison, John G ilchrist , Brian Knowler, 
Wayne Swann, Roger McDonald. 
Absent : Bonnie Brown, Jeanne Gonieo, Carole Humber, 
A1trid LaCasse, Mike Sheppard. 
l 2D 
fron t: April Meunier, Lindo Davenport, Nancy Schnei• 
der, Sharon Mathias, Cheryl Meloche, Pat McMullen , 
fa ith Tomney. 
Middle: Fron Simpson, Donny Nix, Hugh Carrothers, 
Lorry B.erneche, Tom Nosello, Robert Demers, Ron 
littlejons, Paul Predhomme. Acky Laporte. 
Bock: Derek Pet,o, Michael Dupuis., Brion Burningham, 
Bill Beaton, Mark Maki, Ken Larkin, Siegfried Schaf-
feur, Sob Manor, Alex Menzies, Andy Porichi. 
Absent: Jim louder. 
12C 
front, Patricio Labonte, Sondra Dunlop, Susan Rooch, 
Sherry Gauthier, Barbara Gekill, Judy Barlow, Paula 
Belcher, Joan Beyer. Patricia Kaus. 
Middle, Sandro Howkins, None{ Matheson, Sandra 
Kurry, Carole 8otuik, Sharron Guignion, Kathy 
O 'Brien, Gail Bellehumeiir, Amelia Caputo. Judith 
Wolfe, Linda Lebert, Mary Didozak, Bozana Gacesa. 
Bock: Dennis Stoneman, Ron Hyttenrouch, Jim lodou· 
<eur, Marty Michalczuk, Bob Petruk, Eddie Plante, 
Ken Gibbs, Stephen Gill, Dave Hanson. 
Absent, Suranne Hunt. Cathy Kenny. 
12F 
front: Barbero Ruiling. Darlene Oelisfe. Borboro 
Sino,oc, Helen Opocich, Karina Nyholm, Mimi Fenton, 
Lynn Howksworth. 
Middle, Coralyn Weller. Lindo Benoit. Joanne King. 
Mory Woodrich, Norah Bcrbeck. 
Bock: Rou Boyd, laird Crabbe, KeMelh McOu;,., 
Barry Roscoe. Leonerd Moro. David Hilh. 







fronh Jome s Shelson, Morie Avram, Sharon O'Moro, 
Joan Prosser, Jill Brouillette, Gory Q uick. 
Middle, Bob Dowdell, Tom f lalley, Mkhoel Dobrich, 
Tony Rassigl, lorry Treverton, Bill Malott, Bob 
lusyshyn, Jim Reaume. 
Bock~ Don Wolesiok, Bcb Nichols, Brion Hoye-s. Poul 
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Front: Rulh Medler, Carol Brogan, Joyce Gerard, · 
Sheila Rollo. Jonice Myltytyn, Corey.Page Trudell, 
Vicki Chapmon. 
Middle: John Beach, Eugene Collini, Ruuel Gray. Tim 
Roundi , Gory Newton, Chester lojewsJci. Doug 
Ladore. 
Bock: Eorl Oickion, Maurie Sckersky. Gory Souchuk. Joe 




There are always well-paid positions available for young women of 
private secretarial calibre and young men of executive calibre. 
The Windsor Business College has courses 
tailored to give the extra special training 
to secretaries and junior executives that 
place them in a category above the 
ordinary stenographer and/or bookkeeper. 





Before making a final decision on your 
career let us provide you with complete 
information concerning this advanced 
business education. Please phone, write 
or visit our College to obtain a copy of our 
Catalogue of Courses. 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 





MAYOR MICHAEL PATRIC!( 
ALDERMEN: 
MRS. C.H. MONTROSE 
FRANK WANSBROUGH 
W. J. WHEELTON 
W. C. RIGGS 
T. R. BROPHEY 
DONALD J. CLARKE 
ROY A. BATTAGELLO 
0. M. STONEHOUSE 
DR. ROY PERRY 
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Bottom Row: Jonet McKoig, Mr. Aitken, Nancy Plante. 




UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
PUBLIC SPEAKERS 
Donny Bobb, Cathy Waffle. 
Sandro Howkins, Chris Stefanovich. 
Bock: Chris Stevonovich, Ronald McGuigon, Ken Sine, Mr. Mahon. 
Middle, Norma Jee, Marilyn McGuigon, Nelson Dufour, Sandro 
Gile1, Joanne Gazo. 
Front: Michael Soboro, Carol Balfour, Sandro Dufour. 
CAROL BALFOUR 
U.N. Visitor 
SENIOR MATH CLUB 
Back: Wayne Clarke, Ken Sine, Brian Trudell, Mike Shepherd, Andy Aitchison, Dove Russell. 
Front: Pat Wilson, Karen Angus, Leslie Greeson, Cynthia Lee, Miss Tunks. 
GRADE XI MATH CLUB 
Back: Bab Peterson, John Rumble, Dan 
Dickie, Poul Trappill, Mr. McCullough. 




Bottom Row: Len LaMarre, Don Hathoway, Norm Donaldson, Mike Burnett, Tom Mcfarlane, Dale Clayden, Dave Waldon, Mike Freeman, 
Bab Boisvert, Bob Coulson, Brian Adlam. 
Middle Raw: Mu. MacEwan, Sheila Nixon, Vicky Desjardins, Linda Bulmer, Jean Shelso:i, Lynda Rowe, Jane Stetson, Cathy Adlam, 
Barb Farough, Fran Kavanaugh, Carol Coulson. 
last Row: Guess Who, Sandra Precop, Barbara Nicholls, Cathy Horner, Susan Dupuis, Judy Howe, Judy Hales, Carol Conley, Carole 
Janes. 
GYMNASTICS TEAM 
Fronl Row: Phyllis Bodechon, Linda Grondin, Joanne Russenstram, Bonnie Turner, Donna fulloway, Rosemary Coulson, Gail Fullaway. 
Back Row: Jerry Waldon, Myron Wilson, Rob Smith, J im Malvern, Fred Childs, Tom Carrick, Gord Malvern, Mike Richards, Allen Mc-
Millan, Tom Mcfarlane. 
DRIVER EDUCATION 
LIBRARY 
Back: Mr. Munro, Shelly Guignion, Gail Easter, Deonna Guymer, 
Carolin Horvath. 
Front: Sharon Guignion, Lorraine Boivin, April Munier, Cathy Adlom. 
POSTER CLUB 
Back: Mr. Bice, Audie Mikolauskis, Bill Parker, Kar.en Cox, Sondra Kewley, Lindo Ric.hard-
son; Carol Popkey, Heather Walen, Janice Boomer, Reg Chappell. 
front: Lloyd Smith, Robert McMillan, Brion Smith. 
CAMERA CLUB 
Bock : Bob Dowling, Bill Johnson, Derrel Petro, Bill Bernyk, Angus 
McIntyre, Barry Schiele, Marion Cholubko, Ed Cove. 
Middle: Linda McCombs, Cheryl Meloche, Lindo Grondin, Lorraine 
Boivin, Linda Mercer, Mory-Lynn Reid, Mory Clara Morris, Belly 
Hanson. 




Back, Jaanne Klapowich, Marcel Dugal, Denni, Dupui, , 
Danny Babb, Cathy Waffle, Andy Precap, Dan 
Dickie, Willi• Laun,bury, Ran Klapowich. 
Middle: Karina Nyhalm, Lianel leraux. 
front: Averil Halton, Gearge Switur. 
Ab, ent: Janis Baomer, Dionne Handzy, Vicki Kabelski. 
SENIOR CHEERLEADERS 
Bollom Row: Vicky Oglan, Judy Stoddard, Sue Ardiel, Angelo Cizek. 
Second Row: Pearl Costeo, Donna Milon, Sandro Kurry, Andrea Bunt. 
REPORTERS 
Liz Sebestyen, Judy Stoddard, Cynthia lee, Peggy Aitchison, Jone Stetson. 
Absent: Mac Stoddard. 
DRIVER EDUCATION 
Of oil the elements in the traffic environment, 
the driver is tlte most flexible. Through educa-
tion, his driving attitudes ond habits con be con-
ditioned in the interest of our society. 
Driver education offers our students one of 
their greatest opportunities for on-the-job experi-
ence in citizenship, with the personal ond socio( 
responsibilities that citizenship implies. By pro-
ducing trained ond responsible drivers, it also 
conserves human ond material resources through 
occident reduction. 
The best place for our young people to learn 
to be acceptable members of our traffic society 
is in our schools. Driver education contributes 
significantly to these basic purposes: 
( 1 ) It fosters a strong sense of personal re-
sponsibility for the common welfare. 
( 21 It nurtures effective hob its of cooperation 
in solving common problems. 
( 3) It develops pride in high standards of 
performance ond conduct. 
( 4) It promotes safe ond rewording use of 
automobiles. 
LIBRARY 
The library hos o very busy staff, as you all 
know. The girls' tasks ore many and varied; new 
books .are processed, old books ore repaired, ond 
released for the circulation which is maintained 
from day to doy. Money from overdue books has 
been used in the post to treat librarians to such 
events as the ballet. A great deal of time and 
work is required to keep our library operating 
efficiently. 
THE HERMAN POSTER CLUB 
In 1961, the guidance of the Poster Club was 
assigned to Mr. Bice, who, in 1963, extended the 
scope of the club to include girls ' activities, as 
well as soccer, volleyball and basketball. 
At the present time, there are twenty-four 
members, three-quarters of whom ore very faith-
ful, reliable, prompt poster artists. 
Each poster which has been satisfactorily exe-
cuted is worth one point. Ten posters provides 
the artist with one important point towards the. 
H crest. 
The Herman Poster Club, although in existence 
for six yeors, has played ( and wil l continue to 
play) an important function in the advertisement 
of the many school activities in the future. 
CAMERA CLUB 
This year, as in other years, the Camera Club's 
first project has been to instruct the new members 
in photographic technique and darkroom skills. 
Our usual September deficit was token care of 
with the proceeds from Prom pictures which were 
taken in February. 
Those who were most active in preparing pic-
tures for this yearbook, our biggest project, were 
Barry Schiele, Hans Zaborek, and Ed Cave who is 
also President this year. 
TICKET SELLERS 
This group consisting of 15 students, under the 
leadership of Mr. Gallie, tries to encourage 
school spirit, through the promotion of ticket 
sales. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
The Social Committee has been kept busy. 
They set up and decorated the Christmas tree 
which stood at the main entrance of the schoo l. 
The Christmas assembly was successful. Santa 
Claus ( John Sargent) presented gifts to some of 
the students. Averil Holton received curlers for 
her famous golden locks, Gary Colter was pre-
sented black shoe polish for future toboggan par-
ties . ( so they can find him), Joonne Klopowich 
was given a saw. Next time she won't have to 
call the plumber in order to get her feet out from 
under a desk. Lastly, Greg Hicks received hedge 
clippers to keep his sideburns trimmed. 
The Social Committee would like to thank Mr. 
Aitken for his long hours spent in preparation for 
the Prom. We would also like to thank Bob 
Yovanovich for his work as President of the 
Committee. 
SEWING CLUB 
At the beginning of this year, a group of in-
dustrious Herman Collegiate girls in grades 10 
through 12 got together, and under the direction 
of Mrs. Day, the clothing and textiles teacher of 
Herman Collegiate, formed a Sewing Club to be 
held on Wednesday evening after school. 
After o few meetings, to get acquainted, we 
voted on an executive for our club. We decided 
to have as president, Linda Grondin of 10-H. As 
secretary we chose Carol Lynn Westlake, also 
from 10-H. To arrange our excursions and social 
gatherings, we selected Allanah Brockman of 
10-F. 
One of our chief projects was to make a num-
ber of vests in which we inserted weights for one 
of our athletic teams. 
On one of our excursions at the first of the 
year we visited Detroit's many stores and learned 
where to buy the best material for the fairest 
price. 
On December 14, to celebrate the Christma s 
season, and the closing of school for vacation, 
we had a party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Day. 
Although there was a lack of boys we had a very 
enjoyable time. 
Our plans for the rest of the year are to visit 
a drapery factory and examine some expensive 
jewelry at one of Windsor's most prominent 
stores. 
We have enjoyed our year in the Sewing Club, 
and we hope that next year we will have an even 
larger turnout so it will be just that much more 
enjoyable. 
Carol Lynn Westlake. 
THE CHEERLEADERS 
The cheerleaders had a very successful year as 
cheerleaders and artists. The squad received 
many compliments despite the fact that four 
seniors and six juniors had never cheered before. 
Under senior captain Judy Stoddard and co-
captain Pearl Costea the squad became a poster 
club, using butcher paper, wall paper, and any-
thing else available. Our artistic efforts resulted 
in a terrific turnout for the car parade before the 
Assumption-Herman semi-final football game. 
There was also a rumour that a couple of seniors 
were ringleaders in the Assumption goal post 
pointing affair! ! 
It was o good year for almost all our teams. 
Even though we didn't win all the championships 
the teams ployed their hardest and the supporters 
( many or few) cheered their loudest. I know the 
new squad members will keep on doing a good 
job cheering our teams on to victory. 
In closing, the squad would like to extend 
thanks to Mr. Bice who donated point and 
brushes, to the student council who bought crests 
and paper for us, to the combo who helped raise 
school spirit at games, to Mrs. Geddes who gave 
us so much help and finally to all our y~lling sup-




Half-time entertainment was provided at 
several football games this fall by a group of 
Herman majorettes. Their prec1s1on marching, 
colourful uniforms and excellent routines were a 
welcome addition to school spirit. 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Public speaking is a person presenting himself 
in front of the public and speaking on anything 
he or she wishes. 
The winners of the 4 departments of Hermon 
Collegiate Public Speaking Contest were: 
Junior girls - Cathy Waffle. 
Senior girls - Sandro Hawkins. 
Junior boys - Chris Stefanovich. 
Senior boys - Dan Bobb. 
All the contestants should be highly com-
mended for putting so much time and effort into 
their spe_eches. 
U.N. VISIT 
This year Carol Balfour of 12A was chosen to 
represent Herman on a trip to the United Notions 
in New York. She received a cheque of $100 to 
cover expenses, from the Board of Education. 
Carol was one of a group of 8 girls of different 
Windsor high schools. The group spent most of 
their time at the U.N. but was given time to tour 
New York. The girls found the trip lo be very 
valuable. · 
THE UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
This year, there are fifteen to twenty active 
members in the U.N. Club. Mr. Mahon is the staff 
advisor, and Carol Balfour of 12A is president. 
The club's main purpose is to develop a better 
understanding of the United Nations, its func-
tions, and its problems, through informal discus-
sion. The club debated the issues which would 
be discussed by the Model United Notions, at the 
University of Detroit, in April. A delegation of 
five club members will represent Australia. This 
year the club sold approximately $180 worth 
of UNICEF Cards. 
FOURTH ANNUAL FASHION SHOW 
Herman Collegiate's fashion show this year, 
titled the "Fashions for Spring", was held. on 
Friday, April I 0, at eight p.m. in the school gym-
nasium. This year as in the past, the fashion 
show was managed under the distinctive super-
vision of Mrs. Day, of the Home Economic De-
partment at Herman Collegiate Institute. This 
year's fashions featured the A-line jumpers, 
created for Spring skirts and blouses, and other 
garments suitable for the oncoming season. 
Out of two hundred and fifty eligible girls, 
ninety were chosen to display their creative tal-
ents. In future years we hope that the fashion 
shows will be as successful as this year's one was. 
THE CHESS CLUB 
This year wm quite an eventful year concern-
ing the W. F. Hermon Ches~ Club. During our first 
meeting we elected John Girard as our President. 
Mr. Gallie is our staff advisor. 
We began the year by setting up a continuous 
chess tournament. This tournament keeps all of 
us answering and issuing challenges. If you are 
a chess player who has mastered a few tricks of 
the trade, you will be able to climb the pyramid 
of chess players and stay at the summit. 
In January, we began a series of chess tourna-
ments with Windsor schools. In the first tourna-
ments against Walkerville our top eight players 
lost 4% to 3%. 
If you would like to try your hand at chess, 
just drop in at Room #257. There you will learn 
to play the game of kings. 
Chris Stefanovich. 
PROM 
Early in January, the Social Committee began 
preparations for the Proi:n. It was held on Satur-
day, February I 5, and was called "Cupid 's 
Caper". The Bill Richardson Orchestra provided 
the music. 
The girls nominated for queen were Mory Mc-
Gavin, Bev Ellwood, Janet McKaig, Pot Hofford, 
Heather Hebert, Colleen Kenney, Sandra Kurry, 
and Nancy Farrar. Pat Hofford, escorted by John 
Zadrohal, was crowned "Queen of Hearts". 
YOUTH PAGE REPORTERS 
Three senior and three junior students have 
made up a " team" of school reporters. All year 
they hove been busy with "Experiment number 
wonderful," under the direction of Mi ss Nykor. 
Purpose: To conjure up news for the fabulous 
Youth Page of the Windsor Doily Star. 
Apparatus: The Student body a nd staff of 
Herman Collegiate. 
Method: 1 I To the concentrated cries of Her-
monites prick up six pairs of ears, the ears of: 
Cynthia lee Jane Stetson 
Judy Stoddard Moc Stoddard 
Liz Sebestyen - Peggy Aitchison 
2) Record all reactions heard and seen. 
3) If necessary odd a suitable catalyst to 
speed up the reaction. 
Observations: 1) A vigorous reaction usually, 
but sometimes no reaction. 
2 I Results were varied from humorous to 
serious, from ridiculous to nonchalant. 
Conclusion: 1 I Hermon Collegiate is grad:,-
ally developing culturally, academically and 
athletically. 
2 I The Youth Page depends on YOU! 
Cynthia Lee. 
THE DRAMA CLUB 
This year at Herman the Drama Club was again 
under the direction of Miss Kelly. The production, 
"You Can't Take It With You", a comedy by Moss 
Hort and George Kaufman, was presented on 
December 11 , 1963 in the gymnasium. 
Jo-Ann Klapowich and Sylvia Runft shared the 
romantic lead as Alice Sycamore and Marcel 
Dugal supplying the male lead as Tony Kirby. 
Karina Nyholm and Dennis Dupuis as the elder 
Sycamores and Janice Boomer and Andy Precop 
as the Kirbys were the parents. 
Cathy Waffle and Don Dickie played Reba and 
Donald, servants in the Sycamore house. Averil 
Holton as Essie Sycamore Carmichael and George 
Switzer as Ed Carmichael were on off-beat mar-
ried couple in the mad Sycamore household. Still 
another member of the zany group was Mr. De-
Pinna ( Ron Klapowich I. No one ever could ac-
count for his presence but he was an invaluable 
character. Lastly as the head of the tribe, 
Grandpa, whose sole interest lay in fireworks and 
graduation speeches. Willis Lounsbury aptly 
played the part. 
Danny Bobb gave his interpretation of Boris 
Kolenkov, Essie's ballet teacher, and Vicky Kobel-
ski p loyed a not-so-grand Duchess with a genuine 
Russian accent. Important characters in the plot 
development were Lionel Leroux as a disguised 
tax-collecter and the G-men ( John lotzko, Terry 
Chapell, and Lloyd Symington I. 
Although the cast unanimously felt that their 
real talent lay in "moss confusion", with the help 
of a level-headed Miss Kelly, hard working sta ge-
hands, and a sympathetic audience, the ploy was 
a success. 
Averil Holton. 
SENIOR MATH CLUB 
Eager' students + a helpful teacher + industry 
= mathematical results. 
That might be on appropriate equation for the 
aim of this year's Senior Math Club. Senior stu-
dents met once a week with Miss Tunks to work 
over p revious moth papers in preparation for the 
annual Mathematics Association Contest. This 
year the contest occurred right in the midst of our 
Morch examinations but that did not daunt the 
spirits of some 25 students who tackled the prob-
lems. For the past two years Herman Collegiate 
has ranked among the top l O °lo of all the 
schools in Ontario, Quebec and northern United 
States who hove participated in this annual ,om-
petition. Therefore, we are hoping that w e will 
have again retained this honour for Herman. 
Leslie Greason. 
GRADE ELEVEN MATH CLUB 
The Grode 11 Mathematics Club is composed 
of a small group of pupils who have a keen in-
terest in mathematics and who wish to learn 
more about t he subject than con be accomplished 
in the daily lesson. To be a member of the club, 
one does not need to be a top pupil but one who 
is attracted through an intellectual curiosity in 
mathematics. Under the direction of Mr. McCul-
lough, the members hove not been let down. 
Howard Holmes. 
GRADE TEN MATH CLUB 
The Grade l O Math Club accomplished much, 
despite its spasmodic nature. An analogue com-
puter was entered in the Science Fair and the 
University of Waterloo Math Contest was entered 
by most members. Such mathematical gems as 
different base number systems, synthetic division, 
modern algebra and quadratic theory were in-
vestigated. A field trip to the University of 




Kneeling: Bill Hunter, Tom· flotley. 
Standing: Mr. Gallie, Tom Hortlieb, Bob Boisvert, Lorne Rowe. 
SOCCER TEAM 
Bock: Joe Wojtowicz; Barry Marcotte, Dino Monon, Joe Pen:, Bob Yovanovich, George Zan, Horry 
Borysowytsch, Jerry Korchuk, Mr. Montague. 





Back Row: Mr. Veres, Pal Wilson, Kathy Horner, Lynn Angus, Linda Walesiak, Ruth Walesiak, Linda 
laing, Bozana Gacesa. 
front: Jae Wojtowicz, Peter Skov, Bab Susjli, Dave Wolden, Keith Young, Richard Basinski. 
TENNIS CHAMPS 
Joe Wojtowicz, Richard Basinski. 
Linda laing, Pat Wilson, Mr. Veres, Ruth 
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JUNIOR CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONS 
Back: Gory Desmarais, Mr. Keele, Lon Mc-
farlane. 
Front: Paul Sasso, Fred Petrich, Dave lodore. 
front Row: Poul Sosso, Bab Petruk, John Sobocan, Larry Jako, Don Colis, Jim Crews, Dave Ladore. 
Back Row: Tom Mcfarlane, George Findley, Gary Desmarais, Jim Sood, Bob McMillan, Jahn Beaton, 
Jim Belcher, Mr. Keele. 
l 
FOOTBALL 
Back: Mr. Volentine, Lanny Ronson, Chris Reeves, Boris Hirniok, Barry Halliwell, Barry Warnack, Ray Lucier, Don Porker, John Robinson, 
Mork Maki, Horry Lumley, Mr. Janisse. 
Middle: Dennis Manning, Bill Crowder, Rick Bouer, ·Bill Bevington, Donny Nix, Peter Saasto, Larry Aldeo, Gordon Malvern, G reg 
Gooding, Bob Weber. 
Fronl: Gory Newton, Dennis Williams, Davy Crockett, Len LaMorre, Richard Willemont, Acky LaPor1e, Poul Scarpelli, Pat Leblanc, George 
McCoulley, Andy Porichi. 
JUNIOR FOOTBALL TEAM 
Front: Dennis Chartier, Mickey Tomicic, John Hansen, Louis Bulat, Bruce Richards, Wayne Palmiter, John Morency. 
Back: Mr. Oksanen, Sandy Arklie, Jim Malvern, Brion Adlam, Dennis Gusba, Hugh Walling, Gerry Korchuk, Tom Carrick. 
'\ 
JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
f ront: Barb Forough, Belly Root, Rosemary Coulson, Doreen 
lenuick, Sandy Smith, Bonnie Cowan. 
Bock: Miss Russell, Judy Newbold, Susan Scoll, Ancreo Bunt, 
Darlene Demmons, Gloria Dowson, Joyce lier, Vicky Oglon. 
SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Front: Doris Wilson, Cathy Ricke~ 
Pol W ilson, Koren Ang• 
Angelo Cizek. 
Bock: Darlene Cowan, Ce.; 
Gregorczyk, Marilyn McPhe, 
Miss Davis, Lindo Boker, Bo• 
nie Brown, Darlene Deslile. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Front: Doreen lenuik, Kathy Gleoson, 
Belly Robinson, Koren Smi th, Pam 
Kurry, Miriam Ostopovitch, Phylis 
8odechon. 
Bock: Mrs. Brown, Denise Morgan, 
Peggy Aitchison, Lynn Angus, Susan 
Scott, Lindo Cokes, Helen Novosod, 
Judy 
8, 
SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
Bock: Doris Wilson, Sondy Yo· 
vonovich, Lindo Boker, Sheilo 
Rollo, Diane Sul, Miss Davis, 
Darlene Deslile, Bonnie Brown, 
Cedle Gregorczyk, Aneglo Cizek, 
Koren Angus. 
Front: Cathy Rickert!, Darlene 
Cowan, Elaine Scott, Joyce lier, 
Bonnie Cowen, Pal Wilson. 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Bock: Mr. Valentine, Sill Raven, Jahn 
Hansen, lorry Raymond, Doug 
Smith, Terry Desjardins, Peter Skov, 
Don Vernes. 
front: Jerry Jasin, Ken Tousignant, 
Tom Pesut, Jim Humphreys, Sill 
Colvin, Jim Telford, Bill Crowder. 
~ -/ :"'- ,- ~ 
SR. BOYS' BASKETBALL 
Front Row: Bob Pelruk, Andy Parichi, Dennis 
Menard, Rick Sauer. 
Sack: Don Hathaway, Sorry Halliwell, Ted Haole , 
Ken McGuire, Don Mallat, Mr. Veres. 
Absent: John Poulson, Richard Basinski. 
HOCKEY TEAM 
front Row, Ron Rivord, Tony Poscol, Harry Lumley, Tom Flotely, Roger Murphy. 
Back Raw: Keith Molvern, Ston Thompson, Fred Newman, Gary Kriza, Ross Boyd, Mr. Sisco. 
Compliments of 
THE WINDSOR UTILITIES 
COMMISSION 
Mr. M. J . Brion 
Chairman 
Mr. M. L. Whelpton 
Mr. R. R. Hicks 
Vice-Chairman 
Mr. F. A. Burr 
- COMMISSIONERS -
Mayor Michael Patrick 
Mr. J. E. Teckoe, P. Eng. 
General Manager 






TWO KEYS TO SUCCESS 




CAPITOL THEATRE BUILDING 
315 Pe lissier St. 
253-8202 
G. P. MATHONEY, Principal 
t: 
-
SENIOR GIRLS' SWIMMING 
Front Row: Miss Russell, Phyllis Gouthier, 
Louise louder, Vickie Ewing, Mory lever. 
Bock Row: Pot MacMillan, Sandro Howkins, 
Nancy Mathison, Maureen Dowdell. 
SENIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Bock: Santo Scarfone, Don Scherb. 
Front: Bill Fraser, Reg Chappell, Jerry 
Dolton. 
JUNIOR GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Front Row: Liz Mitchell, Nore Helliwell, Barb 
Forough, Judy Newbold, Jill Popkey. 
Bock Row: Carole Jones, Fron Kovonough, 
Heather McIntyre, Mory Becton, Donne 
Melon. 
LIZ MITCHELL and NORA HALLIWELL 
Junior Individual Champions 
JUNIOR BOYS' SWIMMING TEAM 
Front Row: Tom Mcfarlane, Phil Gardiner, Poul Sosso, John MacDonald, 
George Forcio, Gory Kleine. 
Bock Row: Bill Crowder, Bill Colvin, J im Whalen, Keith Young, Giles 
Mornequ. 
~ f50 
INTERMEDIATE BOYS' TRACK 
Bock: Len Chiro, Poul Matlin on, 
Glen Dixon, Don Malott. 
Front: Rick Bouer, Bill Park.er, 






JUNIOR BOYS' TRACK 
1 Back: Mr. Greenway, Larry 
\ ferris, lorry Bedauski, Bill 
, Crowder, Terry Desjardins, 
~ Daug Ryan, Jim Belcher. 
Front: Rad Nega,ba, Dale 
Mile,, Poul Sosso, Gary 
SENIOR BOYS' 
TRACK 
Front: Don Rivoit, 
Gory Newlan, Mike 
Mailloux. 
Back: Tom Flatley, 
John Beach. 





Junior One-Mile Record Breaker 
440 CHAMPION 
RELAY 
front : Tom Flatley, 
John Beach. 
Bock, Don Rivoil, 
Mike Mailloux. 
INTERMEDIATE GIRLS' TRACK 
Front: Diana Sul, Janet McKaig, Angela Cizek, Doreen 
Lenuik. 
Bock: Darlene Cowan, Calhy Rickerll, Doris Wilson, Marj 
Gardiner, Sandy McCroe, Nancy Johns, Miss Charnamydz. 
Become a Beautiful Beautician 
with that exclusive 
Linda Brooks Look 
No other field offers you so much. A high 
income right from the start. Your choice of 
wonderful positions as a respected, well-
rewarded beautician. And an exciting new 
social life as well. 
But you need the training that no ordinary 
beauty culture school can offer you. You need 
the vital "extra" of Linda Brooks Charm and 
Beauty Training as well as the standard beauti-
cian's trainin·g. 
Ours is the only school in this area selected 
to offer the famous Linda Brooks Charm Train-
ing in conjunction with our complete beauty 
cul lure course. · 
For social success as well as business security, 
-call, write, or visit 
WINDSOR BEAUTY CULTURE SCHOOL 
831 University Ave. West 
Windsor, Ontario 
i ~·r·, i 
... ~ 
,,:::.1.. 
JR. GIRLS' TRACK, '63 
front; Betty Rool, Margaret Moloch, Vicki Oglan 
Bock: Linda Oaks, Terry Tuck, Stephanie Young 
Miss Chornomydz. 
PATRONS 
-MILK EDUCATION COUNCIL 
OF WINDSOR 
-JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
(CANADA) LIMITED 
WINDSOR, ONT ARIO 






Both the junior boys' ond girls' swimming 
teams were victorious al the W .S.S.A. swimming 
meet, held at the Hermon pool on February 26, 
1964. Bath teams finished with the j1,nior cham-
pionships of the city. Nora Halliwell and Liz 
Mitchell shared the junior individual girl 's cham-
pionship and John McDonald, alone, received the 
junior boys' individual. Nora came in first in the 
junior butterfly and freestyle, and Liz came in 
first in the backstroke and breaststroke and also 
broke the record for junior breaststroke. John 
broke the record in the junior boys· o ne hundred 
yard freestyle. 
The two senior teams were not as fortunate as 
the juniors. The senior boys ended up in third 
place and the senior girls in fourth place. 
Diving - Don Scherb and Tom Mcfarlane both 
received seconds in the senior and junior diving 
competitions respectively. Jill Popkey p laced sec-
ond in the junior girls' diving. 
Style - Borb Farough gracefully took a first 
in the junior style, and Mary lever and Pat Mc-
Millan shored second place in senior style. 
Much effort was put forth by all the members 
of both senior and junior teams. The two coaches, 
Miss Russell and Mr. Buckley deserve a lot of 
credit for their help and encouragement through-
out the hard practices and the meet itself. 
Maureen Dowdell. 
BOYS'TRACK 
last year's senior track team did very well, but 
our intermediate and junior teams were not as 
successful. The senior team lost in its fight for the 
W.S.S.A. championship, but won the S.W .O.S.S.A. 
team title. Congratulations go to Mike Mailloux, 
who, in running the 100 yard dash in 9.9 sec-
onds, became the only Windsor athlete ever to 
do so. 
There weren 't any particular standouts in the 
intermediate ranks, but our junior team, led by 
Doug Ryan, with his hard work and diligent train-
ing, broke the record in the 880 and mile events. 
All membeis of lost year's track team would 
like to thank the coaches, Mr. Volentine, Mr. 
Oksonen, Mr. Jonisse and Mr. Greenway, for the 
good job they did in coaching us. 
Glenn Dixon. 
G.A.A. 
The G.A.A., the Girls' Athletic Association of 
Hermon thrives to promote interform activities for 
all girls throughout the school. It meets regularly 
to discuss ways to improve the participation in 
these activities. Each class is represented by a 
student chosen by her classmates. The G.A.A. 
Representatives are responsible to encourage 
their class to take part in the activities provided 
for them by the G.A.A. 
This year our G.A.A. sold school ribbons to 
raise money to buy new sweat suits for the girls ' 
track team. Ways for making a stronger and 
better G.A.A. for Hermon in the future hove been 
discussed. 
GffiLS' INTERFORM 
The interform basketball schedule this year 
was very efficiently managed by Doris Wilson. A 
new system was introduced whereby two tourna-
ments were ployed and the two victors met for 
the championship. 
The interform volleyba ll championship was 
won by 9L this year. The schedule was well 
managed by Darlene Delisle and efficiently 
supervised by Mrs. Webster and Miss Davis. 
BADMINTON CLUB 
The Hermon Collegiate Badminton Club with 
Mrs. MocEwon as supervisor and instructor hos 
on enthusiastic membership which turns out twice 
weekly to practise in the gym. 
The Badminton Team hos been chosen by Mrs. 
MocEwan, ofter the recent series of exhibition 
tournaments. Hermon Collegiate will be repre-
sented at the W.S.S.A., W.0.S.S.A. and all city 
tournaments. A party is planned for the lotter 
port of this term. 
GYMNASTIC TEAM 
Tom Chorrick and Fred Childs, the leaders of 
the gymnastic team hove led us through their 
routine during half-time at basketball games. 
Now, they ore busily preparing for the Cadet 
Inspection. To Mr. Heward, our thanks for spon-
soring the gymnastic team. 
RED CROSS SWIMMING 
The Red Cross Swimming Programme, attracting 
one of the largest groups of enthusiastic swim-
mers in the history of Hermon C. I., was most 
successful. Indeed, so great was the "turn-out" 
that half-hour swimming shifts hod to be used to 
accommodate the m all. Even several boys showed 
up for the twice-weekly rigorous courses instruct-
ed by Don Scherb. But the hard work paid divi-
dends as all candidates in the Junior, Interme-
diate and Senior divisions of the programme won 
success at the examinations. For many of those 
who wish to continue, Spring classes will com-
mence shortly ofter the Easter Holidays. 
ROY AL LIFE SAVING 
Hermon's pool was o centre of activity in the 
Foll of '63, when the Bronze Medallion classes 
were held. The course which consisted of lengths, 
in water rescues, and extensive theory was cov-
ered in six weeks with two classes in the pool 
and one of theory each week. Many registered 
for these lessons but the number dwindled as the 
course become harder. Those who passed the 
test near the beginning of November become 
qualified lifeguards. They were: Mory lever, 
laird Crabbe, Alon Grimwood, Peter Grimwood, 
Bill Colvin and John MacDonald. Holders of the 
Bronze Medallion passed the next test which is 
the Bronze Bar. The instructors were: Averil 
Holton, Nancy Matheson, and Marilyn Farough. 
---,,,,-,: 
GOLF 
This year's Golf Team mode o brilliant showing 
as they climbed to a second place berth in the 
Windsor Secondary School 's Golf Tournament 
held at Lakewood Golf and Country Club. The 
team members came through with excellent 
scores: Bill Hunter 78, lorn Flatley 79, Tom Hart-
lieb 79, Lorne Rowe Bl. 
The success of this year's team was found in 
its teacher in charge, Mr. Gallie. Mr. Gallie 
anxiously followed his team to a repeat second 
place berth in the W.S.S.A. competition held at 
Lakewood Golf Club. 
The individual winner of the Golf Tournament 
played within the school, with a convincing score 
of 77, was Tom Flatley. This is the second year 
in succession that the school award for Golf has 
gone to Tom Flatley. 
Mr. Gallie hos stated that the enthusiasm 
shown by the lower grades will undoubtedly 
produce a stronger Golf Team in Herman Col-
legiate in the many years to come. 
Tom Flatley. 
SOCCER 
The soccer team, under Mr. Montague's guid-
ance, was hindered mainly b·y inexperience with 
only four regulars back from last year. 
Nevertheless, Herman completed the season 
with a record of 3 wins and 5 losses. 
For their outstanding efforts on the forward 
line, thanks go to George Zan, Barry Marcotte, 
lorry Hahn and Pete Grimwood. 
The hard working defens~ was composed of 
teve Zan, Joe Perz, Bob Yovanovich, Harry Bory-
sowich, Dino Mossom, Wayne Swann, and Wcyne 
Coughlin in goal. 
Dennis Stoneman, Brian Trudell and Bill Kar-
chuk, all provided the needed bench strength. 
Joe Wojtowicz. 
TENNIS 
The tennis club is one of the largest and most 
active organizations in the school. This year the 
club consisted of about 70 tennis enthusiasts. In 
our school tournament Pat Wilson won the girls' 
singles and Richard Basinski was the winner in 
the boys' division. Our school team successfully 
defended their top honours in the W. S. S. A. 
tournament by winning four out of five events for 
the second consecutive year. Congratu lations go 
to Pat Wilson and Richard Basinski for their vic-
tories in girls' and boys' singles, Linda laing and 
Joe Wojtowicz who combined to win mixed 
doubles and the Walesiak sisters, Ruth and Linda 
who cap tured the girls' double crown. Although 
we are losing our popular coach Mr. Veres to 
arch rival Kennedy Collegiate we look forward to 
another successfu I year. 
CROSS COUNTRY, 1963 
Despite a late start and few runners, the Her-
mon Harriers won the S.W.O.S.S.A. Junior title 
and second place intermediate honours at Blen-
heim, October 26. Earlier competition showed 
losses in dual meets to Riverside and Walkerville, 
and a second place finish in the "B" race at the 
Windsor Meet. The team hopes to host their own 
meet at Herman in 1964 and attract more 
competitors. 
FOOTBALL TEAM 
The record books show that this has been the 
best year in Hermon's football history. The Grif-
fins got off to a slow start, winning but one of 
their first three games. However, they finished 
their schedule in sensational fashion - with three 
consecutive "shut-out" victories. In fact, the de-
fensive unit was unscored upon in its final four 
appearances. However, a blocked punt in the 
semi-final playoff game ( which Assumption con-
verted into a score I, cost the Griffs the cham-
pionship, 7,0. The other scores were as follows: 
Herman 15 - Patterson 6. 
Hermon O - Kennedy 33. 
Herman O - Assumption 26. 
Herman 14 - Forster 0. 
Herman 13 - Lowe 0. 
Herman 14 - Corpus Christi 0. 
Four Herman boys - Andy Parichi, Gary New-
ton, Bob Weber and Barry Halliwell - were 
selected to be the "All-City" tE:Om. Other "stand-
outs" were-Dennis Williams, Peter Saasto, Acky 
Laporte, Greg Gooding, Bill Bevington, Pot Le-
blanc, Mork Maki, John Robinson, Roy Lucier, 
Barrie Warnock, Boris Hirniak, Alex Menzies, 
Rick Bouer, Dennis Manning and Dove Crockett, 
as well as defensive specialist Dan Nix. Other 
team members who gave worthy service were: 
George McCaulley, Len LaMarre, Richard Willi-
mott, Gord Malvern, Chris Reeves, Bill Crowder, 
Larry Aldea and Paul Scarpelli. Don Parker, al-
though injured early in the year, contributed yeo-
man service while active. The team managers 
were Harry Lumley, Lanny Ronson and Tom 
Carrick. 
The coaches, Mr. Jonisse and Mr. Valentine 
were very proud of the outstanding display of 
courage and discipline displayed by the boys 
during their uphill battle to make the play-offs 
and they hope that next season will prove even 
more successful. 
VOLLEYBALL 
During the regular season the Senior Girls won 
7 out of 7 games. Although they lost the first 
game of the final match, they went back to win 
the next two games, along with the W.S.S.A. 
championship. Then, they went on to win the 
S.W.O.S.S.A. championship by defeating Ken-
nedy, Leamington, and Chatham in a round-robin 
series. These titles might never have been won if 
it had not been for the coaching of Miss Davis . 
JUNIOR GffiLS' VOLLEYBALL 
The junior volleyball team mode quite a show-
ing this year, under Miss Russell's excellent 
coaching. Four out of six games found them vic-
torious, during which their enthusiasm was their 
outstanding trait. They progressed as for as the 
W. S. S. A. semi-finals, where Kennedy defeated 
them. 
Watch out for us next year, Kennedy! 
JUNIOR GffiLS' BASKETBALL 
Junior girls' basketball, coached by Mrs. 
Brown, ployed a relatively short season this year. 
Due to the early Easler vacation, only a few 
games were able to be played. Exhibition games 
were staged with Forster, Riverside, and Harry E. 
Guppy High School of Commerce. It is hoped 




This year's freshman team consisted of eleven 
stalwart members and one coach who were un-
ofraid to practise early winter mornings. Despite 
the spartan training the team was winless. How-
ever, steady improvement indicates that future 
junior and senior Griffins are on the way up. 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
This year the senior boys' basketball team was 
successful. They won all but two games during 
the season, thus making the finals. However, the 
team was defeated by Assumption in the W.S.S.A. 
finals, and was again defeated by Assumption in 
the S.W.0.S.S.A. finals. Also during the season, 
the team won the consolation flight at the As-
sumption Invitational Tournament. However, they 
were fortunate in being able to go to London . 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
The Junior Boys' Basketball team this- year 
locked experience and height. Attempting to 
make this up with hustle and aggressiveness we 
had a disappointing season from a win-loss view-
point. But considering that we had an opportun-
ity to ploy organized basketball and represent 
our school mode our season successful. We 
opened the season with a win over Lowe Tech 
which was followed by a victory over highly re-
garded Assumption which accounts for our only 
wins in eight contests. Scoring throughout the 
season was paced by co-captain lorry Raymond 
who averaged about twelve points per game. 
We would all like to express our thanks to our 
coach, Mr. Volentine for the fine work he hos 
done with ovr junior team this year. 
P. Skov. 
HOCKEY 
Although we started late in the season, this 
year's hockey team mode a creditable showing 
in its first game by defeating Corpus Christi 2-1. 
Hermon lost its next game to Assumption scoring 
4-2; but tome back to defeat Riverside 6-1, in on 
exhibition game, and then beating Assumption 
4-2. Presently, Herman is playing Assumption in 
the best-of- three games to decide the champion 
of the W.S.S.A. Hockey league. Credit should be 
given to the following boys who played on this 
year's team: Harry Lumley (AI. Von Parent, Gene 
Hansen, Bob Weber, Greg Bublick (Al , Tom 
Flatley, Fred Newmon, Gary Kriza, Ron Boyd, 
Rager Murphy, Keith Malvern (Capt.), Dave 
Mayhead, Ron Rivard, Stan Thompson, Tony 
Rejsgil, Acky loporte, Ron Klopowich and team 
trainer Don Howe. Our thanks should also be 
given to Mr. Sisco who was the coach of this 
year's team and without whose help we would 
not hove developed into such fine form. 
Bob Weber. 
SWIM TEAM 
Both the junior boys' and girls' swimming 
teams were victorious at the W.S.S.A. swimming 
meet, held at the Herman pool on February 26, 
1964. Both teams finished with the junior cham-
pionships of the city. Nora Halliwell and Liz 
Mitchell shared the junior individual girl's cham-
pionship and John McDonald, alone, received the 
junior boys' individual. Nora came in first in the 
junior butterfly and freestyle, and Liz come in 
first in the backstroke and breaststroke and also 
broke the record for junior breaststroke. John 
broke the record in the junior boys' one hundred 
yard freestyle . 
The two senior teams were not as fortunate as 
the juniors. The senior boys ended up in third 
place and the senior girls in fourth place. 
Diving - Don Scherb and Tom Mcfarlane both 
received seconds in the senior and junior diving 
competitions respectively. Jill Popkey placed sec-
ond in the junior girls' diving. 
Style - Barb Farough gracefully took a first 
in the junior style, and Mary Lever and Pat Mc-
Millan shored second place in senior style. 
Much effort was put forth by all the members 
of both senior and junior teams. The two coaches, 
Miss Russell and Mr. Buckley deserve a lot of 
credit for their help and encouragement through-
out the hard practices and the meet itself. 
Maureen Dowdell. 
GffiLS' INTERFORM 
The interform basketball schedule this year 
was very efficiently managed by Doris Wilson. A 
new system was introduced whereby two tourna-
ments were ployed and the two victors met for 
the championship. 
The interform volleyball championship was 
won by 9L this year. The schedule was well 
managed by Darlene Delisle and efficiently 
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Focus .. !on your Future 
Before you decide on your vocation, it will pay you 
to read about what a career in banking has to 
offer you-its opportunities and benefits. Simply 
drop a line to the Staff Department. Bank of 
Montreal. P.O. Box 6002. Montreal, and ask for a 
copy of ··career Opportunities at Canada's First 
Bank." If you prefer, call in at your nearest branch. 
B ANK OF MONT R EAL 
~ 'Jvza .'8~ 
There are 9 B of M BRANCHES in the WINDSOR AREA 
Best Wishes from 
Windsor's L eading Store 
for Fash ions that prove 
Good Taste 
I s Not Expensive 
DO IT NOW! 
With Economical and Depe ndable 
Sterling Building Materials ! 
* BLOCKS *- CEMENT 
* READY MIX CONCRETE 
* SEWER PIPE 
* BRICKS 
* PATIO BLOCKS IN FIVE COLORS 







Front Row: Niiolo Giedriunos, 
Judy Gozo, J udy All,op, Jone 
Stehon, Cothy Adlom, Corolo 
Westloke, Sheila Je well, Vickio 
Kobelski, Lynda Rowe, Jone Al-
kins, Corole Jones. 
Second Row: Carol Coulson, Carol 
Erent, Mooreen McAuley, 
Barbaro Hytlenro uch, Lindo 
Danison, Judy Holes , Judy Howe, 
Gloria Hooley, Borbc,ro Nicholls, 
Liz Gillette, Sondy Sharpe, Fron 
Kovonough, Mr. Edwards. 
Third Row: Doug Ladore, Pom 
Percy, Noncy Frith, Vickie Ewing, 
Belly-Lou Hansen, Gloria Clou-
thie r, Dan Dickie, Tom Rooch, 
Donny Bobb, Mike Burnett, 
Andre Dubois. 
The Glee Club rehearses each Tuesday ofter the fi nal period. Usually, the members ore making harmony 
by o quarter ofter three and continue in song until four o 'clock. Those who come to this club do so for the 
sheer joy of singing. Tenors, bosses, altos and sopranos ore neede d al all times to make this group a well-
balanced unit. Jone Atkins is the presiden,t and Andre Dubois is the secretory. 
ORCHESTRA 
The School Orchestra rehearses each Thursday on dismissal from classes. This body of musicians comes 
mostly from the grade ten and eleven music classes, but others ore welcome too. String players ore always 
needed. Richard Milson is the president and Keith Young is the secretory. 
CONCERT BAND 
The Hermon Collegiate Concert Bond, under the direction of Mr. Murray Dresser, is one of the most 
hard working organizations in the school. Practices ore held Monday nights ofter school, and Wednesday 
mornings at eight o 'clock. 
lost year, the bond was successful in winning the division for Junior Bonds in the Kiwanis Music Festival. 
This year, they hove entered the Intermediate Division. 
Following lost year's initial success, o second "Bandstand " will be presented in the lotter port of April. 
The bond hos ployed at many a ssem blies in this school, and encouraged by their warm reception at 
Mossey Collegiate lost year, hos plans to participate in o ther intercollegiate musical exchange in this area. 
BANDSTAND 
The second annual Bandstand was presented by the W . F. Hermon Collegiate Concert Bond on Friday, 
April 17, 1964. The famous clarinet quartet; composed of John Gilchris t, Doug Pepper, Dove Borris, and 
Wayne Swann; was featured . Other soloists were Mathew Chorneyko, trumpeter, and Jeanelle Dagger, 

































Front Row: louio Sovron, Doug Pepper, Wayne Swann, John Beaton, Dove Borris, Vicki Ewing, Jono Stetson. 
2nd Row, Rondy Young, Fred Brown, Mory Booton, Donny Russell, J im Demmons, Judy Cox, Bonnio Block, Don Dickie, John Holl , lyndo Rowe, Carol Conley, Judy Allsop. 
3rd Row: Carole Jones, Pam Percy, Carol M itchell, Borb Hyllcnrouch, Victor Bernyk, George Maxim, Lindo Danison, John Maschke, Bill Beaton, Lindo Dowdell, Nancy lonnico!lo, George· 
Vujolovich, Brion Adlam, Bill Bernyk, Tim Monforton, Mike Freemon, Keith Meredith, Mathew Chorneyko. 
4th Row, Andre Dubois, Bruce Droke, Wayne Simpson, Bork Howard, George Switz,er. 
ORCHESTRA 
Front Row : Richard Milson, Fran Kavanaugh, Hilda Jung, Corot Coulson, Berkley Haward , Lionel Leroux, George Switzer, Joonno Bullard, Tom lotzko. 
2nd Row , Rosemary Coulson, Rosalie Navosod , Kathy Smith, Liz Mitchell, Lorraine Read, Pam Percy, Jim Demmons, Doug Popper, Dove Borris, Carole JOMli, Mo11reen McCauley, Valerio Tracy, 
Judy lee, Jim Whalen. 
3rd Row : Don Dickie, Lindo Blanchette, Jone Ste tson, Lynda Rowe, Carol Conley, Vickie Ewing. 
4th Row: Bonnie Block, Mr. Edwards, Judy Cox, Mathew Chorneyko, George Vujo tovich, Keith Meredi th , Tim Monforton, Nancy lanicollo, Lindo Dowdell, John Moschko, Andre Dubois, Avoril 
Holton, Wayne Lamoni. 
IMPAC·T 
* Sixty years ago Ford of Canada began building 
automobiles and trucks. 
Since then many hundreds of thousands of high school 
and university graduates have become Ford owners . 
Their s teadily-mounting preference for Ford products 
. has contribute d significantly to the impact on our 
national growth of this important Canadian industrial 
achievement. 
During 1964, Ford of Canada is observing its 60th 
anniversary. 
*In its first year of existence 
Ford of Canada built 117 automobiles. 
In 1964, Ford of Canada will build 





Back: Bill Johnson, Wayne Lamont, Larry Stewart, Doug Pepper, Roy Lucier, Joe Wojtowicz, M ike Shanahan, Dan Dickie, David 
Boll, Brian Dewor, Lesley Will iams. 
Front: Chris Hales, Barry Ra5eoe, Andy Aitchison, John Paterson, Dave Murray, Richard Gunn, Peter Sosso, Vic Popov, Ken 
Tousignant, Steve Atkins. 
JUNIOR N.C.O.'s 
Bock: Richard Stack, Tom Hall iday, Ran McGuigan, Bill Woodburn, Gory McMullen, Barry Huffman, Wayne 
Jackson, Gary Beecroft, Dan Napier, Ken Jahnke. 
Front: Mike Beale, Bob Mitchell, Jim Panic, Greg Rousseau, Peter Anzans, Gary Stoneman, J im Crews, 
Nelson Dufour, Jim Swann, Mike Pageau. 
GffiL CADETS 
FIRST AID 
Bollom: Belly Green, Mory lever, Morilyn 
Forough, Corole Monser, Morgorel Green, 
Denise Milam, Judy Polkou. 
Top: Mike Grimwood, Ron loMorsh, Woller 
Yotes, Alon Grimwood, Joe Wojtowicz, Fred 
Brown, Keith Young, Pele Grimwood, Erk 
Honsburger, lorry Hohn, Tom Doily. 
Girls interested in cadet work may join the Girl Cadets, where they ore trained by Mr. Bartlett, Cadet 
Major Lucier, and Cadet Captain McCombs. 
FffiST AID 
Boys who ore interested in the art of First Aid, obtain their basic training in this group. Mr. Veres and 
Cadet Capt. Wojtowiez are the instructors and they teach the senior St. Johns Ambulance course. 
SIGNAL CORPS 
Those who ore interested in " commuraicotions" join the Signal Corps. The army 19 and 26 radio sets 
make up the wireless communication equipment, while conventional telephones and switch boards ore also 
covered in the course. In addition, each member becomes proficient in the Morse Code under the supervision 
of Mr. Scheuerman, Cadet Captain Popov, and Cadet Joe Novosod. 
MASTER CADETS 
This group trains advanced cadets in the fields of map reading, drill instruction, and small arms. The 
Moster Cadets hove been under the comma nd of Mr. Durocher, and the excellent guidance of Cadet Regi-
mental Sergeant Major Gunn and Cadet Capt. Holes. 
SIGNALS 
f , 01\t Row: lorry Healy .. Betry ..,onsen. Bruno Emmentorfer, 
Andrea l o forel, Doug Blain. 
Middle Rows Preston Pungo, Doug Reynolds. Mr. Scheuerman, 
Bob Coulson. Dowid Jvbenville. Vic Popov. 




Front Row: Jock lodge, Bob Coulson, Dovid Rusnock, Phillop Brown, Tom Holliday, Andre Dubois, Bob Roach. 
Back Raw: Leslie W illiams, Rob Smith, Mark Manor, Chuck McManus, Danny Pynn, Tom Hyrnyk, Lionel Leroux, Drew Stoddard, 
Jerry Dalton, Brian Dot:z:ort, Bob Thornton, Wayne Symington, Joe Fauteaux, Sandy Arklie. 
PRECISION SQUAD 
The Precision Squad hos the reputation of being one of the hardest working groups in the corps. Under 
the direction of Mr. Snyder, Cadet Captain Bublick and Cadet Lt. Brown, this group stands out by its dress 
and military bearing. This group meets at -8 o'clock everyday and even parades during weekends prior to 
the inspection-a factor resulting in its having won the best Specialist Troop award two years out of three! 
OFFICERS 
Under the direction of the Chief Instructor, Mr. Boutin, the officers supervise the training of the Corps 
and command the battalion at the general inspection. 
JUNIOR N.C.O.'s 
The Junior Non-Commissioned Officers, is a group of young cadets who take leadership training to 
obtain the ranks of Corporal, Sergeant, and Sergeant Major, with the intention of going on to cadet com-
missioned ranks. This group hos been trained during the year by Mr. Feaver, Cadet Major Aitchison, Cadet 
Captain Shanahan, and Cadet Captain tamont. 
GIRLS' RIFiE TEAM 
Herman Collegiate· is very proud of the Girls' Rifle Team who under the guidance of Mr. Bartlett, have 
proved themselves to be one of the province's most proficient girls' rifle groups. 
G IRL CADETS 
Front Row: Linda McCombs, Cathy Adlam, Sally Renouf, Carol Smale. 
Back Row: Marjorie Horton, Charlene McCombs, Peggy Aitchison, Marie Avren. 
a __ a . 
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car ton1~ L 
When you gurgled out the first statement, 
your Father puffed up like a peacock. 
When you took a stand on the second, 
your Mother knew her baby wasn't a baby anymore. 
Now that you're old enough to ask the question, 
act your age. Drive safely. 
Any other way is for kids. 
IMPERIAL • CHRYSLER • DODGE • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT • DODGE AND FARGO TRUCKS 
,~CHRYSLER 





Front: Dionne Hondzy, Bonnie Greason, Liz Sebestyen. 
Middle: Barry Schiele, Fron Kavanaugh, Mr. Plank, Mr. MoGorvey, 
Mr. Saffron, Sill Pratt. . 
Sock: Ed Cove, Hons Zoborek, Carol Conley, John Sargon!. 
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